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Law As Religion, Religion As Law

Halakhah from a Semiotic Point of View

Bernard S. Jackson

I INTRODUCTION

The title of this project, “Law As Religion, Religion As Law,” no doubt deliberately
begs several vitally important conceptual and methodological questions. Are the
terms “law” and “religion” to be understood as conceptual absolutes, universally
applicable to any culture, or are they to be regarded as themselves cultural con-
structs? My starting point will assume the latter. But then we are faced with further
questions: From whose viewpoint may we debate whether, in any particular culture,
“law” is to be regarded as a form, or an essential part, of “religion,” and from whose
viewpoint may we debate whether “religion” is to be regarded as a form, or an
essential part, of “law”? And what is the relevant data? In the Jewish context, we may
seek to explore what particular conceptions of “law” and “religion,” and what type of
interrelationships between them, we find in the whole range of traditional data of the
halakhah.
But the issue turns out to be more complicated. The cultural world which we

inhabit is not exclusively Jewish, nor should it be. H
˙
areidim may give a different

answer, and may even interpret differently the famous dictum of Ben Zoma in Pirke
Avot 4:1: “Who is wise? He learns from all men” – stressing the proof-text which
follows: “As it is written (Psalm 119:99) I have gained an understanding from all my
teachers.” But can we be sure that, even within Jewish discourse, the very concepts of
law and religion are exclusively Jewish? I would argue not. It may, therefore, be
necessary to distinguish between internal and external viewpoints on the matter, not
only as an historical exercise, but also in order to clarify some of the conceptual
issues involved. Yet even this, I would argue, will suffice only if we are not able to
identify some neutral viewpoint from which to address the issues.
In this paper I argue for the use of a particular version of semiotics as providing

such a neutral viewpoint. In Sections II–IV, I outline much of the work I have done
over the years addressing these issues from more traditional internal and external
(particularly jurisprudential) viewpoints, and the present chapter draws heavily on
those earlier publications. Thereafter, I sketch both the general theoretical claims of
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the version of semiotics which I have used, and its applications to secular law, with
a view to its use both in the context of halakhah, and more generally in discussing
the relationship between law and religion.

This is an issue with which I have had to grapple for much of my career. My
undergraduate degree was in secular (English) law; my doctorate was on early Jewish
law, supervised by David Daube. Between 1968 and 1997, I taught in law faculties
but with increasing opportunities to teach Jewish law, especially biblical law, for
comparative purposes. From the early 1980s I began to explore interdisciplinary
approaches to legal study, and quite quickly adopted the semiotic approach which
I describe in this chapter. At that stage, I made little attempt to apply this to Jewish
law, though I continued to research in Jewish law. I published four books on legal
semiotics, the last being Making Sense in Jurisprudence of 1996.1 At that stage, I felt
that I had exhausted what I had to say in relation to secular law, and in 1997 I took up
a chair in Jewish studies at the University of Manchester. I explained this to myself
on the grounds that Jewish law was more central to teaching and research in Jewish
studies (even in a theology department primarily oriented towards Christianity) than
it was to any law faculty outside Israel. Increasingly, I applied semiotic approaches to
biblical law.2 I later became interested in the agunah problem (the “chained wife,”
whose divorce is blocked by her husband), and in 2004 established a research unit in
Manchester in which I collaborated with four colleagues (including two PhD
students). We worked together until 2009, and I have since published six books
and over twenty working papers.3 These publications adopted in part an analytical
approach sufficiently “external” to disinterest the halakhic authorities, but they
remained immune from semiotic analysis. Increasingly, however, I began to realise
the relevance of semiotic analysis to some of the fundamentals of that research, and
to Jewish law research more generally, and this is reflected in the present chapter.

II LAW

Despite the title of Hart’s classical work, The Concept of Law (including the definite
article), there is no such universal concept (unless, perhaps, we are Platonists), nor,
indeed, is it clear that we need one. In fact, even Hart’s book deals very little with

1

Particularly: Semiotics and Legal Theory (London, Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1985; paperback ed. 1987,
reprinted Liverpool: Deborah Charles Publications, 1997); Law, Fact and Narrative Coherence
(Merseyside: Deborah Charles Publications, 1988); Making Sense in Law (Liverpool: Deborah
Charles Publications, 1995); Making Sense in Jurisprudence (Liverpool: Deborah Charles
Publications, 1996); later: Studies in the Semiotics of Biblical Law (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic
Press, 2000; JSOT Supplement Series, 314), all here cited below by title and page. For a recent overview
of my semiotic work, see: “A Journey into Legal Semiotics,” Actes Sémiotiques 120 (2017), 1–43
(hereafter: Jackson, Journey), available at http://epublications.unilim.fr/revues/as/5669. Also frequently
cited below is “Constructing a Theory of Halakhah” (2012), only available at http://jewishlawassocia
tion.org/resources.htm (hereafter: Jackson, Constructing).

2

Jackson, Studies in the Semiotics of Biblical Law, supra n.1.
3

All available without charge at www.manchesterjewishstudies.org/publications/.
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such a concept; rather, its concern is with legal rules and the legal system.Much the
same could be said in the Jewish context. Amongst the plethora of terms used in the
Bible and later, it is hard to identify one which uniquely denotes the concept of law.
And when we speak of “the halakhah,” we too have in mind a particular system of
rules rather than an abstract concept.
In the secular context, the positivist paradigm4 dominates our understanding of

the legal system – arguably, for the citizen as much as the academic. This paradigm
is often described as a “sources” theory: law is defined (or recognized) in terms of its
sources, and these sources are human and political. While Austin and Bentham in
the nineteenth century understood this primarily in terms of power (sovereignty and
the imposition of sanctions), both Hart and Kelsen introduced the necessity of
legitimacy, understood as sources of law defined by the legal system itself.5 This
movement on the part of Hart and Kelsen had a twofold purpose: on the one hand, to
distinguish the rule of law from any illegitimate power source (a tyrant or
gangster); on the other, to guard against abuse of power by legitimate political
authorities and to ensure that citizens always had the capacity to choose their
course of action in the light of its known legal consequences. This generated
(for Hart, in particular) the “demonstrability” thesis: the (“secondary”) rules of
the system should be such as would enable “demonstrable” judgments to be
made regarding the legitimacy (and, wherever possible, also the meaning) of
any “primary” rule of the system.6

Such emphasis on the value of certainty is reflected in various ways in the
methodology of reading legal texts in modern, positivist legal systems. Law is
expressed in language and that language ought to be accessible to the citizen, albeit
often advised by a professional. The starting point for interpretation is thus literal-
ism: the law “covers” every situation within the syntax and semantics of the particu-
lar legal rule. Moreover, if the statute lays down conditions for any particular legal
consequence, those conditions are regarded as not only sufficient but also necessary
for that consequence. To put it differently, “If . . . ” means “If and only if . . . .”7

The political ideology underlying the positivist paradigm entailed a negative view
regarding the relationship between law and morality.8 On the one hand, morality
(whether from religious or other sources) did not count as an independent source of
law; on the other, it did not count either as a criterion of the validity of law: an unjust
law could not, on those grounds alone, be regarded as invalid, unless such criteria of

4

See Jackson, Constructing, supra n.1, s.2.1.
5

See further, including the approaches of Austin, Bentham, and Kelsen to “religious law”: B. S. Jackson,
“Mishpat Ivri, Halakhah and Legal Philosophy:Agunah and the Theory of ‘Legal Sources’, JSIJ: Jewish
Studies, an Internet Journal 1 (2002), 69–107, available at www.biu.ac.il/JS/JSIJ/jsij1.html, ss.3.1–3.2.

6

See further, Jackson, Constructing, supra n.1, s.2.4; Bernard S. Jackson, “Literal Meaning: Semantics
and Narrative in Biblical Law and Modern Jurisprudence,” International Journal for the Semiotics of
Law / Revue Internationale de Sémiotique Juridique [hereafter IJSL/RISJ] 13/4 (2000), 433–57, s.3.

7

See further, Jackson, Constructing, supra n.1, s.2.4; Jackson “Literal Meaning,” supra n.6, at s.1.
8

See further, Constructing, supra n.1, ss.2.2, 3.4.
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validity were explicitly adopted by the system of positive law itself. But this prompted
attention to a more fundamental question: Does the law consist only of the rules
themselves, or also the reasons for the rules? Kelsen took a very strong line on this:
the law consisted only of the norms of the system, not the arguments for or against
those norms.9 Attention thus turned to the status and role of legal argument, and in
particular “legal principles.” Dworkin, in particular, argued that law consisted in
both rules and principles; that the latter could be implicit in the system as a whole;
and that they reflected the political morality implicit in that system.10

Important aspects of the positivist paradigm have been adopted by some Jewish
law scholars, particularly those in the mishpat ivri movement, often for the prag-
matic motive of advancing the adoption of Jewish law in the State of Israel.11

Menachem Elon, in particular, adopted a version of the “sources” theory, and
Lamm and Kirschenbaum followed the lead of Dworkin in stressing the role of
principles in the halakhah.12 Neither, of course, accepted the basic assumption of
legal positivism that sources had to emanate from human, political institutions. We
may note, however, that both Austin and Kelsen made some concessions to the idea
of a system of religious law.13

There are, however, major conceptual problems involved in such a strategy of
conceptualizing Jewish law. Radical change (from rules regarded as having
“biblical” status) is virtually excluded in Jewish law: there can be no revolution
against divine law; indeed in recent centuries (partly in reaction against progres-
sive forms of Judaism), Orthodoxy has proved increasingly reluctant to make any
changes in halakhah, as may be seen from a particular problem in the Jewish law
of divorce.14 Elon himself had to accept a significant qualification: in a religious
system based on revelation, the Constitution is unamendable.15 Moreover, there
is an acute ideological problem at the very foundation of the application of Jewish
religious law within the State of Israel. The State, whose own legal system is
secular, in that ultimate authority belongs to a democratically elected legislature

9

See further Jackson, Making Sense in Jurisprudence, supra n.1, ch.4, esp. at 114–24.
10

R. Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously (London: Duckworth, 1977), esp. chs. 2–4.
11

See further, Jackson, “Mishpat Ivri, . . . ” supra n.5, at s.2; Jackson, Journey, supra n.1, 22f.
12

N. Lamm and A. Kirschenbaum, “Freedom and Constraint in the Jewish Juridical Process,” Cardozo
Law Review 1 (1979), 99–133. See also E. Dorff, “Judaism as a Religious Legal System,” Hastings Law
Journal 29 (1978), 1331–60, at 1339.

13

For Austin, it fell within his (semantic) understanding of the word “law” (“law properly so-called”),
even though it was not within the phenomenon of positive law (“law strictly so-called”), the latter being
the proper concern of jurisprudence. Kelsen was able to conceive of a “religious norm system” with
a parallel (hierarchical) structure to that of a system of positive law. In fact, he defines theGrundnorm
of such a system: “The basic norm of a religious norm system says that one ought to behave as God and
the authorities instituted by Him command.” For sources, see Jackson, “Mishpat Ivri, . . ., ” supra n.5.

14

On the agunah problem, see text accompanying n.137.
15

For Elon, the constitution is the Torah, and the binding norm of the system is that “everything set forth
in the Torah, i.e., the written law, is binding on the Jewish legal system”; as for the source of its
authority: “we leave jurisprudence and pass into the sphere of faith”: Menachem Elon, Jewish Law,
History, Sources, Principles (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1994), I.232–233.
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(the Knesset), may delegate certain powers to religious courts (Jewish, Muslim,
and Christian), but that itself delegitimizes those courts in the eyes of some
religious circles, who claim that the ultimate authority is divine, and therefore
should operate solely through religious institutions rather than through the State.
It is the religion, they would claim, which should define the powers of the State,
rather than vice versa. This is a fundamental issue for “law and religion” issues
everywhere, and may be regarded as defining the distinction between theocracy
and democracy.
But this is not the only conceptual problem. The history of Jewish law shows that

charismatic rather than rational sources have played an important role from biblical
times. It is striking that a series of instructions to judges16 fail to mention written
sources of law: rather, they tell the judges to avoid partiality and corruption and
apply their intuitive sense of justice (in the context, no doubt, of orally transmitted
custom). Their authority was charismatic. Thus, the ninth century BCE King
Jehoshaphat of Judah charges his judges to avoid partiality and corruption and
assures them that “(God) is with you in giving judgement” (2Chronicles 19:6), rather
than their referring to written sources.17This survived in a residual power (explicit in
talmudic sources but increasingly submerged since then) for the judge to depart
from the strict law when intuitions of justice demanded it. Ben-Menahem has
studied some thirty cases recorded in the Babylonian Talmud where it is said that
the rabbinic judge decided the case “not in accordance with the Halakhah.”18

Indeed, the halakhah is regarded as a minimum standard, and the judges are
expected to go beyond it, wherever possible, in pursuit of justice. Thus, the
Talmud quotes R. Yoxanan as saying (Baba Mezia 30b): “‘Jerusalem was destroyed
only because they gave judgements therein accordance with Torah law . . .’ Where
they then to have judged in accordance with untrained arbitrators? – But say thus:
because they based their judgements [strictly] upon Torah law, and did not go
beyond the requirements of the law.”

16

B. S. Jackson,Wisdom-Laws: A Study of theMishpatim of Exodus 21:1–22:16 (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2006), 412–18. Perhaps the most famous is that of Deuteronomy 16:18, where the judges are
commanded to pursue a “righteous judgment” (tsedek tsedek tirdof). On Deut. 16 and the (different)
use of written law in Deut. 17, see Bernard S. Jackson, “Judaism as a Religious Legal System,” in
Religion and Tradition. Comparative Studies in Religious Law, ed. A. Huxley (London: Routledge
Curzon, 2002), 34–48, at 37–38.

17

Jackson,Wisdom-Laws, supra n.16, at 412–14; further in Bernard S. Jackson, “Law in the 9th Century?:
Jehoshaphat’s Judicial Reform,” in Understanding the History of Ancient Israel, ed.
H. G. W. Williamson, Proceedings of the British Academy 143 (2007), 357–85. See further text
accompanying n.40, below.

18

Hanina Ben-Menahem, Judicial Deviation in Talmudic Law (Chur etc.: Harwood Academic
Publishers, 1991); see also, more broadly, his “The Judicial Process and the Nature of Jewish Law,”
in An Introduction to the History and Sources of Jewish Law, ed. N. Hecht, B. S. Jackson, D. Piattelli,
S. M. Passamaneck and A. M. Rabello (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1996), 421–37, concluding, at
434f., that “we are justified in doubting the sufficiency of the modern, Western concept of law for the
purposes of describing the halakhah.”
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III RELIGION

Much the same critiquemay be addressed to the concept of religion as to that of law.
There is no single, universal concept and every reason to doubt whether we really
need one.19 Just as it may suffice to judge whether particular rules and courses of
action are “legal,” so too it may suffice to judge whether particular rules and courses
of action are “religious.” The sense of both the “legal” and the “religious” may be
constructed without presupposing any metaphysical concepts of “law” or
“religion.”20 And in both cases, the meanings of “legal” and “religious” are culturally
contingent.

Equally variable is the role which any system of religious thought may attribute to
law. In the Judeo-Christian tradition, this is discussed in the context of the divine-
human relationship (covenant), including, but not restricted to, reward, punish-
ment, and salvation both in this world and in the eschatological context.21 Such
matters are, indeed, much discussed in the context of Jewish theology, far less in the
study of Jewish law (here too implicitly reflecting the positivist paradigm).

There has beenmuch debate in academic departments of religion and theology as
to the conceptualization and methodology of religion. “Religious Studies” are
nowadays often presented as the study of “World Religions.”22 But does such
a comparative approach imply a single, external criterion of religion, or admit the
primacy of internal conceptions within any particular system?23 The latter may
appear the more authentic, but a neutral standpoint is required for comparison.
Recourse is often made to social science approaches, or more philosophical
approaches informed by phenomenology,24 where much attention is paid to the

19

See the discussion in the Wikipedia article on “Religious Studies,” including the observation that:
“Conversely, other scholars of religious studies have argued that the discipline should reject the term
‘religion’ altogether and cease trying to define it” (citing Bradley L. Herling, A Beginner’s Guide to the
Study of Religion (London: Bloomsbury, 2016, 2nd sup. ed.), 36. In this perspective, “religion” is argued
to be a Western concept that has been forced upon other cultures in an act of intellectual imperialism
(citing John R. Hinnells, “Introduction,” in The Routledge Companion to the Study of Religion, ed.
John R. Hinnells (Abingdon: Routledge, 2005), 1–3. According to scholar of religion Russell
T. McCutcheon, “many of the peoples that we study by means of this category have no equivalent
term or concept whatsoever [citing his Critics Not Caretakers: Redescribing the Public Study of
Religion (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2001), 10]. There is, for instance, no word for
‘religion’ in languages like Sanskrit.”

20 See text following n.163, below.
21 See further, Jackson, Constructing, supra n.1. at ss.3.6.2–5.
22 See, e.g., Philip L. Tite, “Teaching Beyond the World Religions Paradigm?,” Religion Bulletin,

available at http://bulletin.equinoxpub.com/2015/08/teaching-beyond-the-world-religions-paradigm/.
23 See further B. S. Jackson, “Internal and External Comparisons of Religious Law: Reflections from

Jewish Law,” in A Fresh Start for Comparative Legal Studies? A Collective Review of Patrick Glenn’s
Legal Traditions of the World, 2nd Edition, N. H. D. Foster, ed. (London: Wildy, Simmons and Hill,
2005); Journal of Comparative Law 1/1 (2006), 177–99, on the comparative (“traditions” based)
approach of Patrick Glenn.

24 On the Phenomenology of Religion, see the transcript of www.academia.edu/15646019/
Podcast_with_James_L._Cox_on_The_Phenomenology_of_Religion_Religious_Studies_
Project_14_January_2012. See also the Wikipedia article on “Religious Studies.”
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experiential dimension.25 But can religious experience be isolated from the broader
religious culture concerned?26 In fact, some aspects of the phenomenological
critique of the study of religions share points in common with the semiotic approach
I elaborate below, while other aspects radically diverge.
The most explicit Jewish application of the phenomenological approach known

to me is that of Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik in his Halakhic Man, where his concern
was to explore the experience of Halakhah, and this not from the (“public”) vantage
point of the judge but rather from the (“private”) vantage point of the ordinary
Orthodox Jew who is observant of theHalakhah.27 Soloveitchik sought “to penetrate
deep into the structure of halakhic man’s consciousness” (p. 4). Halakhic man seeks
to fashion mundane reality in accordance with the halakhic model, and this creative
activity has an emotional (or spiritual) as well as a cognitive dimension: “Both the
halakhist and the mathematician live in an ideal realm and enjoy the radiance of
their own creations” (p. 25). Indeed, the mundane world of halakhic man is, from
this vantage-point, even more desirable than is the world-to-come:

TheHalakhah is not at all concerned with a transcendent world. The world to come
is a tranquil, quiet world that is wholly good, wholly everlasting, and wholly eternal,
wherein a man will receive the reward for the commandments which he performed
in this world. However, the receiving of a reward is not a religious act; therefore,
halakhic man prefers the real world to a transcendent existence because here, in this
world, man is given the opportunity to create, act, accomplish, while there, in the
world to come, he is powerless to change anything at all. . . .When the righteous sit
in the world to come, where there is neither eating nor drinking, with their crowns
on their heads, and enjoy the radiance of the divine presence . . ., they [can only]
occupy themselves with the study of the Torah, which treats of bodily life in our
lowly world.28

Thus, the reward for observance of the halakhah is conceived by Soloveitchik as the
capacity (merely) to contemplate the application (in the empirical world) of hala-
khah from the (nonempirical) domain of the world-to-come. The reward is thus less

25 Thus, Tite, supra n.22, cites Warren Matthews, World Religions (Cengage Learning, 2010, 6th ed.):
“Rather than authenticating this ‘religion’ via geo-political conflicts currently affecting public per-
ceptions of Islam, Matthews exemplifies the very theoretical approach of the phenomenologist of
religion, where sympathy with those being studied stands alongside giving interpretative force to the
insider’s private experiential truth claims (which also evoke the notion that religion is essentially
a private, irreductive experience that the outsider can only approximate in his or her understanding of
the insider’s truth claims).”

26 See further Ian G. Barbour, Myths, Models and Paradigms: A Comparative Study in Science and
Religion (New York, Hagerstown, San Francisco, London: Harper & Row, 1976), ch.7.

27 In Jackson, “Internal and External Comparisons of Religious Law: Reflections from Jewish Law,”
supra n.23, at 182–83, I question the extent to which the public and private spheres can be separated in
studying the halakhah.

28 J. B. Soloveitchik, Halakhic Man, transl. Lawrence Kaplan (Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication
Society of America, 1983), 32, 38f.
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satisfying than the act by which the reward is merited, for it is the latter which
transforms, which is creative.

The ideal of halakhicman is the redemption of the world not via a higher world but via
the world itself, via the adaptation of empirical reality to the ideal patterns of Halakhah.
If a Jew lives in accordance with the Halakhah . . . then he shall find redemption.
A lowly world is elevated through the Halakhah to the level of a divine world.29

IV JEWISH LAW

In various respects, the practice of justice in Jewish law differs from that typical of secular
law, in that (1) Jewish law functions through a system in which rationality is a function of
revelation;30 (2) its system of rule-making institutions exhibits a far less clear hierarchy, as
indeed do its courts;31 (3) adjudication functions in the private, rather than the public,
domain, its operation not being, in principle, subject to public accountability;32 (4) it
frequently lacks enforcement powers in order to give effect to its decisions.33

In approaching these issues, it is important to address an underlying theoretical
issue: In what sense is Jewish law to be regarded as a “religious system of law”?34 For
this purpose, I suggest, one may distinguish between “dualistic” and “monistic”
models of Jewish law.35 Is it conceived as a separate system from the direct operation
of divine justice, operating under delegated authority from God in some semi-
autonomous manner, and sharing significant elements in common with secular
models of human justice (the “dualistic” model), or is it to be regarded as an integral
part of a single system of divine justice (the “monistic” model)? I have argued that
there is much biblical support for the monistic model, although rabbinic sources
(increasingly) tend to follow the “dualistic” model, as does most modern scholarship
on Jewish law. Themishpat ivrimovement, which seeks the incorporation of Jewish
law within the law of the State of Israel, strongly advocates it for ideological reasons.
The two models, however, may not be mutually exclusive.

The Torah contains many rules, but it is far from clear that they were intended for
judicial application in the manner of a modern statute in secular courts. Indeed,
most of the pentateuchal sources which describe the judicial role make no reference

29 Ibid., at 37f.
30 I have argued for a semiotically informed “Jurisprudence of Revelation” in Jackson, Constructing,

supra n.1 at n.137.
31 See text accompanying n.42, below.
32 See further B. S. Jackson, “The Practice of Justice in Jewish Law,” Daimon 4 (2004), 31–48, at 45f.
33 See further ibid., at 41–45.
34 For a more thorough discussion of this issue, see Hanina Ben-Menahem, “Is Talmudic Law

a Religious Legal System? A Provisional Analysis,” Journal of Law and Religion 24 (2008–09), 379–401.
35 See further Jackson, “The Practice of Justice in Jewish Law,” supra n.32, at 31f.; Jackson,

Constructing, supra n.1, at s.3.0; and in greater detail Jackson, “Human Law and Divine Justice:
Towards the Institutionalisation of Halakhah,” JSIJ 9 (2010), 1–25, §§1.0, 1.3–4, 7.1, at pp.,1, 2–4, 23,
available at www.biu.ac.il/JS/JSIJ/9-2010/Jackson.pdf or www.biu.ac.il/js/JSIJ/fa.htm.
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to the application of written sources, but rather commit the resolution of disputes to
the sense of justice of the judges, sometimes with a direct hint that their intuitive
sense of justice will be divinely guided.36 It is noticeable that two sources relating to
the reign of the ninth-century Judaean King Jehoshaphat have him, on the one
hand, appointing local judges to whom he says: “Consider what you do, for you
judge not for men, but for the Lord; and he is with you in giving judgment”
(ve’imakhem bidvar mishpat):37 no mention here of recourse to any written law,
nor is it clear that the Superior Court in Jerusalem (whether of Jehoshaphat or as
conceived in other sources)38 has such recourse either; on the other hand, the same
king sends out a commission including princes, Levites, and priests to teach the
people from the “book of the law of the Lord” (sefer torat adonai, 2 Chron. 17:7–9).
The implication would appear to be that the first step in any dispute would be for the
parties to try to resolve it themselves,39 guided by torah laws, failing which they
should have recourse to local judges applying a divinely guided sense of justice, and
only thereafter should they refer to the central court in Jerusalem. In a study of the
mishpatim of Exodus 21:1–22:16 which I published in 2006, I argued that there was
considerable evidence from the substance of the rules that they were designed for
“self-execution” rather than third-party adjudication.40 I called them “wisdom-laws.”
The situation becomes even more complicated in rabbinic law. On the one hand,

the talmudic cases of adjudication “not in accordance with the halakhah”41 may
represent a survival of the divinely guided intuition of which we read in the bible.
More generally, the “secondary rules” (Hart) allowing one to identify binding hala-
khah have many areas of doubt and controversy, as we found in the work of the
Agunah Research Unit. Even such a basic rule as that of majority decision generated
controversy as to whether it applies only to opinions expressed within the contempor-
ary generation, or trans-generationally.42 Indeed, the doctrines of safeq and sfeq sfeiqa
(“doubt” and “double doubt”) both attest to the significance of doubt within the
halakhic system, and provide considerable discretion in dealing with such cases.43

36 This, indeed, is the original significance of semikhah.
37

2 Chron. 19:6, and see n.17 and the text accompanying it.
38 Jackson, Wisdom-Laws, supra n.16, at 418–25.
39 Prov. 25:7–9: “What your eyes have seen do not hastily bring into court (lariv). For what will you do in

the end when your neighbour puts you to shame? Argue your case with your neighbour himself and do
not disclose another’s secret,” discussed in Wisdom-Laws, supra n.16, at 30.

40 Jackson, Wisdom-Laws, supra n.16, at 29–35, 389–95 et pass.; Bernard S. Jackson, “Human Law and
Divine Justice in the Methodological Maze of the Mishpatim,” in The Boston 2004 Conference
Volume, ed. E. Dorff, Jewish Law Association Studies XVI (2007), 101–22, at 109–10.

41 See supra n.18.
42 See Rabbi Dr. Yehudah Abel, “Halakhah – Majority, Seniority, Finality and Consensus,” Section

I (Working Papers of the Agunah Research Unit, June 2008, no.7, available at www.manchester
jewishstudies.org/publications/); B. S. Jackson, Agunah: The Manchester Analysis (Liverpool: Deborah
Charles Publications, 2011), pp. 49–50 (§2.8).

43 See further text accompanying n.139, below; Jackson, Agunah, ibid., at 55–59;Constructing, supra n.1,
at ss.3.1.2, 3.3, 3.5; Bernard S. Jackson, “Philosophy of Law: Secular and Religious (with some
reference to Jewish family law),” in Law In Society: Reflections on Children, Family, Culture and
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The orthodox understanding of revelation goes beyond the conferment of divine
authority on that which is revealed. The medium itself is understood to have divine
features. Thus, the bible is written in Hebrew, the lashon hakodesh,44 the language
of creation, which has special properties of multiple signification. Moreover, the
torah is normally regarded as a single discursive whole, complete, consistent, and
without redundancy – any apparent deviations from these standards being resolved
in the oral law.45 I have argued that the forms of analogy in Jewish law are
distinctively religious rather and secular, insofar as they depend very often upon
literary rather than substantive features of the biblical text.46

Does all this lead to the conclusion that we are able to reach (objective) truth via
halakhic argumentation? Some halakhic authorities argue that we can.47 I fear that
they are unduly influenced by the modern secular model. There is much in the
tradition which points in a different direction:48 thus, famously, the Talmud
records that a divine voice intervenes in a long-standing dispute between the
Schools of Hillel and Shammai with the words: “These and these [contradictory
opinions] are [both] the words of the living God” (Erubin 13b), but with an
instruction to follow Beth Hillel on pragmatic grounds: pragmatic, both in the
sense that we need such a decision for communal consistency, and in the sense that
the grounds for preferring Beth Hillel are pragmatic in the linguistic sense: their
speech behavior was respectful to the opinions of their opponents, and they took
the views of the latter into account.49 Indeed, the very concept of truth (and its

Philosophy. Essays in Honour of Michael Freeman, ed. Alison Diduck, Noam Peleg and Helen Reece
(Leiden: Brill, 2015), 45–62, at 50–52.

44 On the rabbinic view of religious language, see Jackson, Constructing, supra n.1, at s.3.2; Jackson,
“Mishpat Ivri, . . ., ” supra n.5, at s.5.2; Jackson, Journey, supra n.1, at 26–27; and the recent Review by
Ben Rothke of Rabbi Reuven Chaim Klein, Lashon HaKodesh: History, Holiness & Hebrew (Beth
Shemesh:Mosaica Press, 2014) at http://blogs.timesofisrael.com/book-review-lashon-hakodesh-history
-holiness-and-hebrew/.

45 See further Jackson, Constructing, supra n.1, s.3.2; Jackson, “Mishpat Ivri, . . ., ” supra n.5, s.5.2.
46 See further Jackson, “A Semiotic Perspective on the Comparison of Analogical Reasoning in Secular

and Religious Legal Systems,” in Pluralism in Law, ed. A. Soeteman (Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic
Publishers, 2001), 295–325.

47 Rabbi J. David Bleich, “Halakhah as an Absolute,” Judaism (Winter 1980), 30–38, and see
S. Resnicoff, “J. David Bleich: an Intellectual Portrait,” in J. David Bleich. Where Halakhah and
Philosophy Meet, ed. H. Tirosh-Samuelson and A. W. Hughes (Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2015), 1–22,
esp. 2, 8, 13–14 (citing at 14 Bleich’s comparison of halakhah and science in that “there is no room for
subjectivity,” in his Contemporary Halakhic Problems IV (Newark NJ; Ktav Publishing and Yeshiva
University Press, 2011), xiii and at 30 ofWhere Halakhah and Philosophy Meet. See by contrast Rabbi
Louis Jacobs, “Objectivity and Subjectivity in Jewish Legal Decisions: The Debate on AID,” Jewish
law fellowship lecture 3 (Yarnton: Oxford Centre for Postgraduate Studies, 1991), available at https://
ochjs.eyedivision.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/3rd-Jewish-Law-Fellowship-Lecture-Objectivity-
and-Subjectivity-in-Jewish-Decisions-The-Debate-on-Aid.pdf.

48 See H. Ben-Menahem, et al. eds., Hamaxloket beHalakhah (Jerusalem: Institute for Research in
Jewish Law, 1991–2002, 3 vols.); H. Ben-Menahem et al. eds., Controversy and Dialogue in the Jewish
Tradition: a Reader (London: Routledge, 2005).

49 See also text accompanying n.147 below, and further in Jackson, “Some Preliminary Observations on
Truth and Argumentation in the Jewish Legal Tradition” (Heb.), Moreshet Israel 3 (2006), 22–33;
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possible application to law)50 is hotly debated in philosophy, and there is no reason to
assume that its meaning is identical cross-culturally. As for early rabbinic sources,
discussion must now commence with the remarkable chapter 5 of Christine Hayes’
What’s Divine About Divine Law,51 in which she concludes that “divine law does not
always align with formal logical proof”; that “the value placed on peace and mercy
rather than truth . . . shows that divine law did not always promote judicial truth”; and
that “divine law does not always align with mind-independent ontological reality”
(p. 243). In short, the rabbis “did not embrace a broader conception of divine law that
assumes the latter’s verisimilitude and correspondence to some kind of objective truth”
(pp. 243 f.). In Jewish philosophy, the relationship between emet and emunah, truth and
trust (the latter understood in interpersonal terms) is often discussed.52 One possible
conclusion of our agunah study is that much depends on which contemporary author-
ities one chooses to trust (and what, in turn, are the sources of trust of those contempor-
ary authorities themselves). I shall argue in the next section that there are strong
semiotic reasons for such a conclusion (not only in religious, but also in secular law).
Finally, we may pose the question whether all rules of Jewish law are equally

“religious.” It is not difficult to make the case for the religious nature of the rules in
the areas of ritual, life and death, and sexual relations, and the language of the biblical
sources often reinforces this. But what of those “secular” rules which have direct
counterparts in the civil law of other jurisdictions? I have addressed this question in
relation to themishpatim of Exodus 21–22.53 Whatever the origins of the collection, we
now find them incorporated into the Sinaitic covenant. But why, I asked, should God
be interested in goring oxen (and many other aspects of the mishpatim)? I made some
suggestions, but left thematter without any comprehensive substantive answer. Perhaps
it represents an endorsement notmerely of the necessity but also the value of negotiated
settlement of civil disputes, on the basis of divinely endorsed wisdom-laws.54 When we
proceed beyond the biblical period, to a period when institutional adjudication has
become available also for monetary matters (dine mamonot), we do find that they are
treated, in significant respects, differently from the “more religious” categories of
“prohibition and permission” (issur veheter). There is much more freedom to contract
out of rules of dine mamonot,55 to modify them by custom (minhag), and even to
override them in favor of the law of the State (dina demalkhuta). Yet all these freedoms

English original in Standing Tall: Hommages à Csaba Varga, ed. Bjarne Melkevek (Budapest:
Pázmány Press, 2012), 199–207, esp. at 205, 207.

50 See Anna Pintore, Law without Truth (Merseyside: Deborah Charles Publications, 2000), examining
the respective claims of truth as correspondence, truth as coherence, truth as consensus and proced-
ural truth.

51 Christine Hayes, What’s Divine About Divine Law? Early Perspectives (Princeton and Oxford:
Princeton University Press, 2015).

52 See further Jackson, Journey, supra n.1, s.4.7.
53 Jackson, “Human Law and Divine Justice,” supra n.40, ss.1–2.
54 See text accompanying n.40, above.
55 See, e.g., E. Klingenberg, “Judgment and Settlement in Court in Jewish and Comparative Legal

History,” The Jewish Law Annual 8 (1989), 135–45, at 144.
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may be taken tomanifest the same value, that of human autonomy and responsibility, as
was represented by the underlying values of the biblical wisdom-laws themselves.

A great deal of this section is in line with the argument of an article of Hanina Ben-
Menahem, on Talmudic Law as a Religious Legal system56 – in particular, his
preliminary remarks under the headings: “The Notion of a ‘Religious Legal System’
Is Not Given in Nature, but Is a Product of Reflection”;57 “Religiosity is a Relative
Concept:Whether a System is Religious is aMatter of Degree, as Opposed to an Either-
Or Determination”;58 “A Legal System May Use Specialized Tools to Advance an
Ideology”;59 and “Self-Reported Accounts of Legal Practice Are Not Necessarily
Veridical,”60 as well as his account of many of the features of a legal system which
justify its designation as a religious legal system.61 He concludes: “In my view, govern-
ance by judges rather than by rules is the primary feature of the talmudic legal system.
Of the various elements of the judicial process that, as we have seen, may attest to the
religious nature of a legal system, it is by far the strongest.”62 I shall argue, however, that
adoption of a semiotic methodology in discussing these matters leads to an even more
radical conclusion: it treats “the legal system” as a set of separate discursive practices
rather than as a unified system in which one particular practice is dominant.63

V AN INTRODUCTION TO GREIMASIAN SEMIOTICS
64

“Semiotics” is the name given to the research field which asks whether we can
construct any general theory of sense construction: one which will not be confined to
language or behavior, but which will both provide a common theoretical foundation

56 Hanina Ben-Menahem, “Is Talmudic Law a Religious Legal system? A Provisional Analysis,” Journal
of Law and Religion 24 (2008–09), 379–401.

57 Ibid., at 380–81.
58 Ibid., at 381–82.
59 Ibid., at 382. In Journey, supra n.1 at 36, I wrote: “So how different (semiotically) is religious law from

secular law? Some postmodernist thought has rejected any essential difference on theoretical
grounds. Goodrich, for example, attributes a kind of legal theology to secular law, regarding the
constitution as the locus of a (hidden) eternal presence: P. Goodrich, Languages of Law: From Logics
of Memory to Nomadic Masks (London: Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1990), 6.”

60 Ben-Menahem, “Is Talmudic Law a Religious Legal System?” supra n.56, at 382–83.
61 Notably, “The Alleged Source of the System” (ibid., 383–85); “The Areas Covered by the System’s Rules”

(385–87) and various aspects of the “The System’s Mode of Operation” (388), especially whether judges
are regarded as infallible (391–92); (Occasional) Reliance on Miracles in Decision-making (392); Modes
of Punishment (393) and Atonement as an Objective of Punishment (393–94); “Formalistic
Considerations v. Policy Considerations in Interpreting the Law” (395); and “Judicial Decisions are not
Necessarily Reasoned, Based on a Pre-existing Set of Rules, Predictable, or Subject to Appeal” (397–401).

62 Ibid., 401. He continues: “The conclusion that emerges from this analysis, namely, that talmudic law
is a religious legal system because of the unlimited authority it delegates to human judges, may seem
paradoxical. But we have to remember that the secularization process that legal culture has under-
gone was precisely the attempt to discipline the system’s officials by imbuing in them a sense of
accountability to the citizen. This was, in essence, the dawn of the notion of ‘the rule of law’.”

63 See further text accompanying n.136, below.
64 Abbreviated from my Making Sense in Law, supra n.1, 140–62, omitting most of the footnotes and

other discussion of (sometimes critical) secondary literature on more technical points. For a more
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for the different disciplines of sense-construction, and contribute to their hypotheses
and methodologies. If so, it provides a neutral model for the comparison of sense
construction in different areas and disciplines.65

Contemporary semiotics is dominated by the thought of two “schools,” one inspired
by the work of the American philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce (1839–1914), the other
based upon the structural linguistics of Saussure, as most systematically developed in
the work of Algirdas J. Greimas, the founder of the “Paris School” of semiotics. While
the former remains philosophical in its orientation (Peirce was a leading logician, and
this is reflected in his work on signs) and is concerned with the history, structure, and
interrelations of concepts, the latter leans towards linguistics and to the analysis of
empirical data. It is to this latter school of semiotics that my work in this area belongs.
The Saussurean basis of Greimasian semiotics, and particular its understanding of

sense and reference,66 has profound implications for ontology. Despite the claim that
there exist universal processes of sense construction, Greimasian semiotics is fiercely
empirical, in that it insists on starting with something accessible to our senses, such as
a text (whether oral or written). While legal positivism also commences from an
empirical claim – that there exists something that has been laid down (“posited”) by
a (normally human) authority – it goes on to assert the ontological existence (inde-
pendent from any text) of laws and the legal system. The legal norm is claimed
therefore to have an existence distinct from its linguistic expression.67 This form of
legal positivism thusmakes ontological claims; semiotic positivism, on the other hand,
seeks merely to explain how such ontological claims are constructed and make sense
to those who accept them. It does not, and cannot, validate those claims; it can only
show how, within legal discourse, such claims are validated through processes of
recognition (an essential part of the “narrative syntagm”).68 This follows from the
basics of Saussurean understanding of the relationship between sense and reference.
The sense of terms used in language (its semantics) is not a function of its relationship
(correspondence) to the empirical world outside, but rather its relationship to other
terms within that linguistic system.69But when such language is used in the context of

detailed and technical discussion, with citation of sources, see my Semiotics and Legal Theory,
supra n.1.

65 See further Constructing, supra n.1, last para.; Journey, supra n.1, in general.
66 See below, at n.69.
67 On the distinction between legal language and the logic of norms, see G. Kalinowski, La logique des

normes (Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1972). I made extensive use of Kalinowski’s work in
Semiotics and Legal Theory, particularly in ch.3 on the semiotic square and its relation to the square of
classical logic (as developed in modern times), and in ch.9, distinguishing the different paradigmatic
structures in the different forms of legal discourse presupposed by Hart and Dworkin (on which see
the paragraph commencing before n.96). See also the extensive bibliography of Kalinowski cited in
Semiotics and Legal Theory, supra n.1, listed at 361–62.

68 See, text accompanying n.141, below.
69 F. de Saussure, Course in Course in General Linguistics, eds. C. Bally and A. Sechehaye, transl.

W. Baskin (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1959); Jackson, Semiotics and Legal Theory, supra n.1, 32–33;
Making Sense in Law, supra n.1, 23–31, 35–37; and as illustrated in the legal context by the “not guilty”
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an assertion, a claim is therebymade that the language does indeed point to something
in the outside world. This, however, is a speech act, and can itself be analyzed in terms
of the narrative syntagm. It is, no more and no less, the performance of a speech act
communicated by a sender to a receiver, in which the sender makes a claim about the
outside world, to which the receiver accords some formof recognition. This referential
skepticism entails the understanding that truth cannot be established merely within
language; the recognition of truth claims, rather, most commonly depends upon
interpersonal trust.70

My most recent work in this area has reinforced my view of the importance of
a number of basic epistemological positions of Greimasian semiotics: its referential
skepticism (better: its understanding of reference within pragmatics rather than
semantics) and its methodology of approaching texts – these leading to what
I would take to be its (universally relevant, if implicit) view of the relationship
between truth and trust. All of this, in different ways, involves the relationships
between syntactics, semantics and pragmatics.

For Greimasian semiotics, “is” and “ought” are simply different modalities
applied to accounts of behaviour patterns (whose sense is constructed in narrative
terms).71When we affirm the modality of “is,” we are making a truth claim; when we
affirm the modality of “ought” we are making a validity claim (just as when we go to
an art gallery and affirm the beauty of a painting, we are making an aesthetic claim).
When we affirm that something is “divine” (or, for that matter, “legal”), we are
similarly attributing a linguistically constructed “modality” to it. We may therefore
question whether the secular/religious distinction (or, for that matter, the “legal/
moral” distinction) is ontological or itself a social construction of sense. But this is
neither to deny nor to affirm the reality of either legal or religious experience.
Greimasian semiotics is purely descriptive; its position on sense and reference (the
latter being the concern of pragmatics rather than semantics) means that it cannot
validate (or invalidate) truth claims within linguistic resources.

The Greimasian school looks for “basic structures of signification,” and finds
them in a “deep” level of sense construction based upon a particular model of
narrative. The concept of narrative has become popular in the social sciences in
recent years, albeit in the form of a range of different particular conceptions of what
narrative is. In legal studies, too, narrative models of different kinds have been used
for a number of different purposes. The semiotic approach of Greimas and his
followers proceeds from first principles. It stresses the role of narrative in the deep
structure of signification of any form of discourse. Thus, it is equally applicable to

plea: see text accompanying n.74 and n.100. See also n.93, on this issue in the context of the normative
syllogism.

70 See further text accompanying n.146, below.
71 Cf. my “Mediation and Immediacy in the Jewish Legal Tradition” in a forthcoming conference

volume (prepublication version available at www.academia.edu/s/171e34ccfc?source=link and
http://ssrn.com/abstract=2800819).
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both legal and religious discourses; it also provides a methodology for explaining
how we make sense of particular discourses as “legal” or “religious.”72

Greimas sought to extend the ideas of Saussure regarding the semantic structure
of individual sentences by applying them also to “discourse.” We have to make sense
not merely of individual sentences, nor even of the relations of contiguous sen-
tences, but also of texts as a whole. The folklorist Vladimir Propp had analyzed one
hundred Russian folktales, and identified some thirty-one narrative themes in them,
recurring in different forms. Through a reanalysis of this material, Greimas derived
a much more abstract, general (and, as he claimed, universal) model in which his
“basic structures of signification” (“structures élémentaires de la signification”) con-
sist of two axes:

(a) the syntagmatic axis of Saussure generated an “actantial” model, in which
discourse makes sense in terms of underlying patterns of intelligible action.
This is worth stressing: our sense-making capacities are primarily oriented
towards making sense of human action, and in particular making sense of
elements of human action which appear in a diachronic sequence.

(b) the associative (or “paradigmatic”) axis generates choices (often structured as
oppositions) of story elements which are used in the story-sequence (or
“syntagm”).

The combination of these two levels, Greimas claimed, represents the “deep level”
of all discourse. We make such sense by understanding the data in terms of
meaningful sequences of action. What is a “meaningful sequence of action” can
be specified (the “syntagmatic axis,”). Thus the Greimasian theory claims to provide
an account of the construction of the sense of behaviour (including speech behav-
iour), and not merely of the language we use to tell stories. In subsequent work,
members of the Parisian school have applied the Greimasian scheme to many
different forms of discourse and behaviour. And psychologists of perception endorse
this approach, as when they note the phenomenon of “confabulation” – “fake
perception” (my phrase) to make an otherwise non-meaningful sequence
meaningful.73

The syntagmatic axis (the discursive version of the syntax of a sentence) is “semio-
narrative”: we can thus speak of a “narrative syntagm.” Every human action, for

72 Cf. Ben-Menahem, supra n.57.
73 An example is given by A. Trankell, The Reliability of Evidence: Methods for Analyzing and Assessing

Witness Statements (Stockholms: Beckmans, 1972), cited by S. Lloyd-Bostock, Law in Practice (British
Psychological Society and Routledge Ltd., 1988), 6: A lawyer in a taxi saw the door of the car in front of
him stop suddenly and one of the doors swing open. He also saw an old man lying in the road. He
thought he had seen the old man fall out of the car or be pushed out. In fact the old man was
a pedestrian who had previously been knocked down; he had never been in the car whose door had
opened. Such confabulation can be explained in narrative terms: the lawyer here assumed that there
was a link between things which he perceived in sequence. There is an operating assumption (in legal
terms, a rebuttable presumption) that such sequences are meaningful, rather than being a mere series
of unconnected events.
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Greimas, begins with the establishment of a goal, which thereby institutes someone as
the subject of that action, with the goal of performing it. In realizing the action, the
subject will be helped or obstructed by other actions of other social actors. This help or
obstruction will affect the “competence” of the subject to perform the action. The
desired action itself will be achieved, or not achieved. But it is a characteristic of human
action that the sequence does not finish there. Human beings reflect upon past actions.
As a consequence, the syntagmatic axis of Greimas concludes with the concept of
recognition (otherwise, “sanction”). Human action (whether real or fictional) thus
appears meaningful in terms of a basic three-part “narrative” sequence, for which
Greimasians have adopted the following technical vocabulary:

(1) “Contract”: the institution of the subject through the establishment of goals
and competences. The goals of action may be of any kind: they may include
communicative goals.

(2) “Performance” (or nonperformance) of those goals.
(3) “Recognition” of that contract and performance (or nonperformance).

Any narrative involves a set of interactions, in the course of setting goals, performing
them, and assisting or obstructing their accomplishment. At the “deep level,” the
theory sees these interactions as involving a set of abstract actors, termed actants,
which appear in pairs: Sender-Receiver, Subject-Object, Helper-Opponent.
A Sender invests a Receiver as Subject of the story, by communicating a goal to
him/her (though the actual Sender and Receiver may be the same; in other words,
the Subject may be self-motivated). In achieving this goal (normally involving action
upon an “Object”), or performing this task, the subject may be assisted by a “helper,”
or obstructed by an “opponent.” The figures of “helper” and “opponent” were
derived from the plots of Propp’s Russian folktales. Later, the “helper” and “oppon-
ent” disappeared from the model as independent actants, and were replaced by
a more abstract notion of the presence or absence of the competences – the savoir-
faire and pouvoir-faire – required to perform the action. In “recognition,” too,
a Sender sends a message to a Receiver, which produces the sense that the task is
recognized as having been performed, not performed, well performed, badly per-
formed, etc. The schememay be represented diagrammatically as seen in Figure 5.1.

The paradigmatic axis is based on Saussurian and Lévi-Straussian foundations. At
every point on the syntagmatic axis (as in the single sentence), there are choices to be
made. But such choices are limited to things which may be substitutable, one for the
other. At each point in the narrative syntagm, there exist conventionally defined
semiotic constraints, as to what elements are substitutable for each other without
altering the meaning of other elements in the syntagm. These constraints may reflect
binary oppositions (analyzed in terms of the “semiotic square”) or larger groups of
substitutable elements, as in relations of “hyponymy.” Discourse elements, just as
individual words, have similar relations, and may similarly be substituted (or not
substituted). Greimas, however, offers a more formal description of how this works.
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Binary oppositional relationships, in particular, reflect a structure called the
“semiotic square,” in which “contradictories” and “contraries” are distin-
guished. Where two terms are contradictory, not only does the assertion of the
one entail the negation of the other; the negation of the one entails the assertion
of the other. In a conventional opposition (contrariety), on the other hand, the
assertion of one term entails the negation of the other, but the negation of one
term does not entail the assertion of the other. Black v. White is such
a relationship: if something is black, it cannot be white, but if it is not black,
it is not necessarily white, as seen in Figure 5.2.

Sender SenderSubject

Receiver
Receiver

Person
Thing
Message

Object:

Goals:devoir-faire
vouloir-faire

Competences savoir-faire
pouvoir-faire

Performance, or
Contract (e.g. competence)

Message regarding:

Contract RecognitionPerformance

figure 5.1 The Narrative Syntagm according to Greimasian Semiotics

Black White

Not
White 

Not
Black 

figure 5.2 The Semiotic Square
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“Opposites” like black and white, cat and dog, guilty and innocent may be
analyzed in this way. Thus, in the conventional understanding of black and white
as “opposites,” we go up the sides of the square, in treating “white” as the privileged
manifestation of “not black” (the contradictory of “black”) and “black” as the
privileged manifestation of “not white” (the contradictory of “white”). This may be
illogical, but it aids considerably the construction of sense within social interaction
(where we are not all logicians). It is this same process which prompts the lay
assumption that a person found “not guilty” (the contradictory of guilty) is in fact
“innocent,” choosing to privilege that particular choice from amongst the possible
senses of “not guilty.” This also illustrates the proposition that the meanings of terms
depends upon their internal sense relations rather than their referents in the outside
world. “Not guilty” has different meanings in the English and Scottish legal systems,
since the latter also provides the possibility of a “not proven” verdict.74

In the sending and receipt of messages regarding performance, which constitutes
the “Recognition” part of the narrative syntagm, the evaluations thus communicated
are often termed “modalities.” They are not, however, confined to “evaluations” in
the normal (judgmental) sense. They may include aesthetic and emotive evalu-
ations. The behavior of a lawyer, for example, may be accompanied by such
modalities as helpful, formalistic, polite, and efficient. Modalities may also be
“deontic,” expressive of different types of normativity: in Western legal systems,
behavior may be permitted, required, or prohibited, while in Islamic jurisprudence
it may also be recommended or disapproved.75

“Above” the “deep level,” there is a level of construction of meaning contributing
more directly to the meaning of the surface data (for Greimas, the “level of
manifestation”), which may be termed “thematic.”76 Early in my career (and before
my exposure to semiotics) I reviewed George Fletcher’s Rethinking Criminal Law77

and was particularly struck by his use of the notion of “collective images.”78 Fletcher
argued that the technical intricacies of the common law of larceny, particularly in
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, were best understood in terms of the
relationship of different fact situations to the “collective image of acting like a thief.”
That collective image served as a kind of paradigm: if one asked people what their

74 See further Jackson, Making Sense in Law, supra n.1, 26–30; Bernard S. Jackson, “Truth or Proof?:
The Criminal Verdict,” IJSL/RISJ XI/33 (1998), 227–73.

75 Robert Brunschvig, “Logic and Law in Classical Islam,” in Logic in Classical Islamic Culture, ed.
G. E. von Grunebaum (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1970), 11; Robert Brunschvig, “Hermeneutique
Normative dans le Judaı̈sme et dans l’Islam,” Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, Rendiconti della
Classe di Scienze morali, storiche e filologiche, Ser. VIII vol. XXX, fasc. 5–6, pp. 1–20 (May–June 1975),
at 5.

76 For the “thematic trajectory,” see A. J. Greimas and J. Courtés, Semiotics and Language. An
Analytical Dictionary (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1982), 344.

77 George Fletcher, Rethinking Criminal Law (Boston: Little, Brown and Coke, 1978).
78 B. S. Jackson, “Towards an Integrated Approach to Criminal Law: Fletcher’s Rethinking Criminal

Law,” The Criminal Law Review (1979), 621–29. See further Jackson, Law, Fact and Narrative
Coherence, supra n.1 100f., 108.
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typical image of the activity of a thief was, the response was likely to be the nocturnal
burglar. (Of course, collective images are temporally and culturally contingent.)
From this it does not follow that the daytime pickpocket would not be regarded as
within the collective image of acting like a thief (though it might generate its own
independent collective image – thus burglar versus pickpocket). Clearly, there will
be cases closer to or more distant from the paradigm: the daytime burglar, the
nighttime thief who puts his hand in the window but not his body, etc. But the
collective image was not merely a description of typical action; it also included
a tacit social evaluation. This collective image of acting like a thief involved
a particular frisson, a fear of the intruder, a horror of the crossing of territorial
boundaries, with all the attendant danger which, socially, such boundary-crossing
is thought to entail. We may translate such tacit social evaluations into our semiotic
model, as the transfer of modalities: the activity of the thief is recognized as (though
here, perhaps, not necessarily performed as) dangerous.
In my version of semiotic theory, I call such paradigms “narrative typifications of

action.”79 From this example, three important elements of the notion of a “narrative
typification” emerge. First, a narrative typification is not a definition in terms of
necessary and sufficient conditions; as a model which informs our perception, it
does not generate (as the positivist might wish) “demonstrable” judgments as to what
is “within” or “outwith” the image. But it is capable of generating judgments of
relative similarity. Second, such a typification is not a neutral description; it comes,
always, laden with a form of evaluation (for even “indifference” is a form of
evaluation). Third, some typifications belong to particular social and/or professional
groups – “semiotic groups,” distinguished one from another by the (often overlap-
ping but still distinct) systems of signification operating within them.
However, there is no complete divide between semiotic groups, even those of the

laity and professionals. Even though (institutional) Law and Religion are forms of
secondary symbolization (using the primary, natural language in a particular, spe-
cialized way), they remain (being human constructs) parasitic upon social under-
standings, despite any ideological claims to autonomy, such as the notion of the
“artificial reason of the law.” It is a primary claim of the work I have done in legal
semiotics that even lawyers cannot escape their own humanity and social settings.
Underneath every legal formulation, the primary social understanding may be
submerged, but not eliminated.
Greimasian semiotics stresses that both the narrative syntagm and narrative

typifications of action are applicable not only to the content of a narrative

79 See my “Thématisation et typifications narratives en droit,” Protée 22/2 (1994), 57–68, in the special
issue Le lieu commun, ed. E. Landowski and A. Semprini (Chicoutimi: Université du Québec, 1994);
English version: “Thematisation and the Narrative Typifications of the Law,” in Law as
Communication, ed. D. Nelken (Andover: Dartmouth Publishing Co., 1996), 175–94, acknowledging
also the work of W. L. Bennett and M. S. Feldman, Reconstructing Reality in the Courtroom (New
Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1981).
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(semantics), but also to the act of enunciation (or communication) of that narrative
(pragmatics). Indeed, no complete understanding of the sense of the message itself is
complete without making sense of the purpose of communicating it. I have called
this the narrativization of pragmatics.80 The enunciation of messages is as much an
action as anything else which human beings do (as speech act theory has recog-
nized). It is generally assumed to be meaningful action. We therefore have to ask
whence derives its meaning. A Greimasian would claim that the very act of com-
munication of a message is equally analyzable according to the model of the
Greimasian and narrative syntax, and thus reflects (at the “deep level”) the semio-
narrative syntagm. But within any particular society or social group, what counts as
a successful enunciation, and what type of enunciative meaning is attributed to it
(assertion, threat, play, irony, etc.) are matters of internalized social knowledge (at
the “thematic level”),81 as indeed are the signs (at the “level of manifestation”) of
successful performance.

Application of the Greimasian model to issues of law and religion thus requires us
to pose the following questions:

Who is the Subject of the act (whether linguistic or not) in question?

How is that Subject constructed, which entails:

(1) Who sends to (or invests with) the subject the appropriate modalities?
(2) What are the appropriate modalities in this particular case?

What is the act which the subject performs?

Who performs the recognition of that act?

How is that recognition constructed, which entails:

(1) Who sends to whom the appropriate modalities?
(2) Who receives them?
(3) What are the appropriate modalities in this particular case?

Crucial to the application of this model is the understanding of the existence of
different semiotic groups, defined by their distinctive ways of constructing and
communicating sense.82 Thus, the same act may be understood (recognized) in
quite different ways within different semiotic communities, not least because of
their adoption of different semantic relations within the same natural language.

Space does not permit the giving here of a systematic account of the application of
all aspects of the Greimasian model to “law,” “religion,” or “religious law.” But it is
not difficult to locate within the model the nature of the differences between secular
law and religious law. Two issues may here be highlighted. First, the identity of the

80 For applications in the legal sphere, see text accompanying n.131.
81 See text accompanying n.131.
82 See further Making Sense in Law, supra n.1, 93–98.
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sender who invests the subject with the desire/obligation/competence/authority to
act. In secular legal theory this would normally be the state or constitution; gener-
ally, in religious law it would be God.83 But our very use of the terminology of State,
Constitution or God raises the very same (Saussurian) questions of sense and
reference, to which there can be no objective answer within language.84 A second
issue is the forms of recognition which may be accorded, whether the act be one of
a legal institution or a private individual. As noted above,85 in western legal systems,
behavior may be permitted, required, or prohibited, while in Islamic jurisprudence
it may also be recommended or disapproved. The Halakhah does not have a formal
typology of such modalities, but it is clear that there are forms of recognition which
reflect the recommended86 or disapproved, rather than the permitted, required, or
prohibited.

VI GREIMASIAN SEMIOTICS APPLIED TO LAW (SECULAR

AND RELIGIOUS)

In what follows, I attempt to summarize some of my earlier work on the application
of semiotics to secular law and apply the same type of analysis to the halakhah, in
order to clarify the areas of commonality, and those of difference.87 It also provides
an opportunity to show the interaction of various aspects of the semiotic model
described in Section V, and even to add one or two refinements to it.

A The Discursive Basis

A fundamental starting point is the realization that “law,” whether secular or
religious, is in fact a collection of quite distinct discursive practices, linked by a set
of inter-discursive claims. There is legislation, adjudication (which includes both
decision-making and justification), and doctrine. Legislation puts forward rules
applicable in general; adjudication seeks to resolve the disputes of individuals in

83 Assuming here that the subject of the legal performance is human; a different analysis may be
required for the direct operation of divine law, without human involvement (on which, from a non-
semiotic view, see §§1.1, 4.2–3 of my “Human Law and Divine Justice,” supra n.40).

84 See text accompanying n.75.
85 Ibid.
86 E.g. lifnimmishurat hadin, “beyond (sometimes ‘within’) the line of the law.” See Shmuel Shilo, “On

One Aspect of Law and Morals in Jewish Law: Lifnim Mishurat Hadin,” Israel Law Review 13 (1978),
359–90.

87 A major portion (pp. 21–35) of Jackson, Journey, supra n.1 addresses the question: “How different is
religious law?” including sections on: Media andMediation of Biblical law (23–26); The Language of
“Biblical law” (26–27); Principles/Values of “Biblical law” (27–28); Reiteration and (Forms of)
Recognition in Biblical law (28); A unified system? Law and Narrative in the Bible (28–30); Legal
concepts and institutions (30–32), observing, at 31: “The semiotician, rather, should ask (a) what are
the narrative patterns of human behaviour reflected in such concepts?; and (b) by what process of
recognition is the modality of ‘legal’ attributed to them?”?; Rabbinic Law: Rules, Truth or Trust
(32–35).
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the light of both legislation and whatever other sources of general rules are accepted
by the particular system; doctrine encompasses both commentary on the reasons for
particular areas of legislation and adjudication, and theorizing about the nature of
the particular legal system or systems in general. When assessing the inter-discursive
claims made in both adjudication and doctrine, we must start by examining how the
“other” discourse is constructed in the discourse under consideration (typically, how
the sense of a statute is constructed in the course of adjudication). And this involves
not only an examination of the syntagmatic and paradigmatic structures of the
“home” discourse, but also (so far as may be possible) its pragmatics: Who is
communicating this message to whom, and for what purpose? Indeed, this emphasis
on the individual discourse may be applied, reflexively, to the present exercise, and
the particular senses of the “legal,” “secular,” and “religious” used in it, even if that
discourse is thought to have incorporated a sense originating elsewhere (whether in
literary or other sources).

There is no single, “natural,” relationship between these different discursive
practices. Different “legal systems” may construct them differently. For example,
“doctrine” plays a far more important normative role in civil law systems than in the
common law. For the halakhah, “doctrine” may take the form of aggadah, includ-
ing, in biblical literature, narratives. Thus, for example, in studying the Book of
Ruth, we must start by examining how the levirate and women’s inheritance rights
are understood in that narrative, before considering any possible relationship with
the relevant pentateuchal laws.88

Of course, the Torah bears little resemblance to any modern legal document. The
laws, even those found in the Pentateuch, are embedded in a wider narrative; they
do not claim to be the enforceable law of a state, but are presented as divine
revelations (or teachings)89 of what such a law ought to be. They consist largely in
concrete, individual rules rather than legal concepts and institutions. Biblical
scholars have highlighted the “casuistic form” as typical of Biblical law. This form
comprises two elements: a protasis (a conditional clause: “If . . . ”) and an apodosis,
stating the expected (“normative”) consequences of such an action. The protasis
contains the first two elements of the narrative syntagm: the “contract” (instituting
the subject) and the “performance”; it does not indicate the third element (the
“recognition”) explicitly; instead, the apodosis provides a normative form of recog-
nition. In the Jewish tradition, the latter may be either religious or sanctions of the
type expected by nineteenth-century positivism (though in the religious tradition we
cannot ignore the religious connotations of the death penalty). The religious forms

88 See further B. S. Jackson, “Ruth, the Pentateuch and the Nature of Biblical Law: In Conversation
with Jean Louis Ska,” in The Post-Priestly Pentateuch. New Perspectives on its Redactional
Development and Theological Profiles, eds. Konrad Schmid and Federico Giuntoli (Tübingen:
Mohr Siebeck, 2015), 75–111.

89 As is commonly recognized. the term torahmeans “instruction” rather than “law”; I have argued that
there are strong affinities to the Biblical “wisdom” tradition: Wisdom-Laws, supra n.16, at 35–39.
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of recognition are not confined to the ritual sphere, as may be seen from the
responsum discussed below.90

There is a tendency among some commentators, both academic and rabbinic, to
downplay the role of the biblical Torah text in their understanding of Jewish law: at
most, the text of the Torah is to be understood through rabbinic eyes. But this in itself
has major consequences. The Rabbis recognize the foundational character of the
biblical text for the later tradition. In so doing, they have to grapple with the
problems posed by the literary character of the biblical text (including its frequent
linguistic ambiguity regarding modalities, particularly between permission and
obligation). They construct the text as presumptively perfect in terms of human
rationality, and thus adopt a hermeneutics which most commonly assumes compre-
hensiveness, consistency and lack of redundancy, reserving the residual safety net of
superior divine cognition for difficulties which appear to defy human resolution.
The distinctiveness of the discourses of legislation, adjudication and doctrine has

occasionally been recognized in both secular jurisprudence and the literature of the
halakhah. For the former, we may cite in particular the work of Hans Kelsen. From
the beginning, his basic conception of the norm had a distinctly semiotic tone: the
norm, he argued, was to be understood as the meaning of an act of will.91 It was thus
a form of sense attributed to an act of human behaviour. In his later work, he stressed
that the justification of the norm (even in terms of reference to other legal sources)
was not part of the norm itself, and should not be treated as part of the science of
jurisprudence.92 He even abandoned the use of logical subsumption (of the particu-
lar case within a general norm) as a form of justification, on the grounds that both
the general norm and the particular norm were the meanings of acts of human
beings (legislators, judges) but there could be no logical connection between one
such act of will and another. I have debated logical subsumption in linguistic terms
with Neil MacCormick, stressing that the judge always has to make a decision as to
the meaning of the general norm s/he is applying, even if that is endorsement of its
conventional meaning.93 On less philosophical grounds, both Scandinavian and

90 Text accompanying n.108.
91 Jackson, Semiotics and Legal Theory, supra n.1, 231–32; JacksonMaking Sense in Jurisprudence, supra

n.1, 100–02.
92 B. S. Jackson, “Kelsen between Formalism and Realism,” The Liverpool Law Review VII/1 (1985),

79–93; Jackson, Semiotics and Legal Theory, supra n.1, 114–24; Making Sense in Jurisprudence, supra
n.1, 243–57.

93 See N. MacCormick, Legal Reasoning and Legal Theory (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1978), ch.2;
Jackson, Law, Fact and Narrative Coherence, supra n.1, ch.2; N. MacCormick, “Notes on Narrativity
and the Normative Syllogism,” IJSL/RISJ IV/11 (1991), 163–74; B. S. Jackson, “Semiotic Scepticism:
A Response to Neil MacCormick,” IJSL/RISJ IV/11 (1991), 175–90; overall summary in Jackson,
Making Sense in Jurisprudence, supra n.1, 245–55. MacCormick readily agreed that it is wrong to
say that the major premise “refers” to the minor, in that reference (following Strawson) is a deictic
activity which requires the presence of the minor premise at the time of the utterance of the major
premise. (It thus belongs to pragmatics, what we do with a particular utterance, rather than its
meaning.) MacCormick then sought to argue that it is correspondence of sense between the major
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American legal realism are also skeptical about the relationship between legislation
and adjudication.94

In the literature of the halakhah, Elon cites a story of regarding a poseq (R. H
˙
ayyim

of Brisk) who wished not to hear the reasoning of a colleague charged with deciding
a case (R. Isaac Elh

˙
anan of Kovno), on the grounds that he respected the authority of

the latter to make the decision, but did not wish to hear his reasoning, in case he
disagreed with it.95

I have analyzed the Hart/Dworkin debate in terms of the discursive structures
presupposed by each, using the semiotic square and Blanché’s development of the
square of logic into a hexagon96 and concluded that the focus of Hart was on
legislation (which could have gaps, reflecting Blanché’s hexagon) while that of
Dworkin was on adjudication (which could not have gaps, reflecting the semiotic
square, with its conventional closure rule): for legislators, gaps could always be filled
in the future; for judges, a decision had to be made in each particular case reflecting
the best possible construction of the respective rights of the parties.97 In the light of
all this, I would argue that the conclusion of Ben-Menahem that “governance by
judges rather than by rules is the primary feature of the talmudic legal system”98 is no
mere oddity of a particular religious system, but rather reflects the nature of the
relationship between of decision-making and justification in general. I have argued,
moreover, that decision-making is a private mental activity often involving subcon-
scious invocation of particular forms of social knowledge,99 while justification is
a public communication to a particular audience, using the conventions and closure
rules of that audience.100

and minor premises which admits of logical subsumption. But then, the legislator and the judge may
attribute different senses to the words of the legislative norm. To this, MacCormick ultimately took
the view that the relationship between the major and minor is one of denotation, understood as being
that theminor premisemust be within the range of potential reference of themajor premise. But who,
again, is to decide on such potential reference? It is hard to resist the critical conclusion that the use of
logic in this area is a rhetorical device designed to create the illusion of objectivity. See also the
subsequent debate in IJSL/RISJ XI (1998): Jori at 59–65; Jackson at 79–93; Touchie at 193–203;
Jackson at 323–27.

94 Making Sense in Jurisprudence, supra n.1, chs. 5–6.
95 Constructing, supra n.1, at §3.3, from M. Elon, “More about Research into Jewish Law,” in Modern

Research in Jewish Law, ed. B. S. Jackson (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1980), 66–111, at 89–90 n.52.
96 R. Blanché, Les structures intellectuelles (Paris: H. Vrin, 1966); for comparison of Greimas and

Blanché, see Semiotics and Legal Theory, supra n.1, 86–99.
97 See further B. S. Jackson, “Hart and Dworkin on Discretion: Some Semiotic Perspectives,” in

Semiotics, Law and Social Science, ed. D. Carzo and B. S. Jackson (Reggio and Rome: Casa del
libro editrice, 1985), 145–67; French version in Archives de Philosophie du Droit 34 (1989), 243–58;
Making Sense in Jurisprudence, supra n.1, 200–05.

98 Text accompanying n.63, above, where, we may note, the “talmudic legal system” is implicitly
equated with adjudication.

99 the “narrative typifications of action”: see the text accompanying nn.79–80 above.
100 Jackson, “Internal and External Comparisons of Religious Law: Reflections from Jewish Law,” supra

n.23, at 182–83. However, the very use of terms such as “Jewish law” and “Islamic law,” even of the
notion of “religious systems of law,” simply begs the vital questions. Judaism is a culture encompass-
ing both a public sphere and a private sphere. Islam is the same. Judaism has the halakhah. Islam has
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B The Modalities of Recognition

A full analysis of the “not guilty” verdict101 indicates the following:

(1) People are not restricted to attributing a single modality to the action they are
evaluating. “Guilty” and “not guilty” may be understood in terms of either
“fact” or “proof” – or both: actually not guilty (= innocent) or not proved
guilty (whether or not actually innocent).

(2) While the structure of particular modalities may be “binary,” as in “Guilty”
versus “Innocent,” reflecting the most common form of sense, other, more
sophisticated sense constructions are also possible, as in the Scottish triadic
structure of verdicts, which is structured as a hyponomy.102

(3) Both the structure (binary or hyponomic) and the substance of modalities
may vary between different semiotic groups (reflecting their particular dis-
cursive structures), this in itself reflecting the different narrative syntagms in
which they are involved.103 In general, binary structures are a feature of orally
communicated “common sense” (the sense we share in common), while
hyponomic are more characteristic of and derive from literacy-based
discourse.104 But even this, as other aspects of semantics, is subject to socio-
environmental factors, as the great variety of words for “snow” in Eskimo
languages shows.105

(4) In some cases even the semantic choices made at the paradigmatic level may
themselves evoke narrative images.

I have stressed the link of narrative typifications of action (at the “thematic” level) with
“tacit social evaluations.”106 The latter also function as manifestations of the “recogni-
tion” element of the narrative syntagm,107 specifically by the sending of nonlegal
modalities in relation to aspects of the “Contract” and/or “Performance.”108

the shari’a. There is struggle within each of these cultures over the appropriation of the halakhah/
shari’a to the spheres of the public or the private. Should they be viewed as law or as religion? Are
these categories mutually exclusive? Clearly not. Are particular aspects of the halakhah and shari’a
exclusively attributable to one or the other? Probably not. Are there tensions regarding the signifi-
cance (public or private) to be attributed to particular rules within each tradition? Almost cer-
tainly, yes.

101 Text accompanying n.73.
102 Semiotics and Legal Theory, supra n.1, 35–41; Making Sense in Law, supra n.1, 24 and 148.
103 Cf. paragraph commencing before n.96.
104 On orality and literacy, see further text accompanying n.143.
105 David Robson, “Are There Really 50 Eskimo Words for Snow?” New Scientist (December 18, 2012),

citing SIKU: Knowing our Ice: Documenting Inuit Sea-Ice Knowledge and Use (New York, NY:
Springer, 2010), noting, inter alia, that the Inuit dialect spoken in Nunavik, Quebec, has at least fifty-
three such terms.

106 Text accompanying n.77.
107 Text following n.73. This may also involve external actors, whose independent speech acts may also

be understood in terms of the narrative syntagm.
108 As in the cases of the coin-tossing and apparently sleeping judges, in text accompanying n.135, below.
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The nature and variety of institutional recognitions available within the halakhah,
despite the absence of the typical sanctions available in a national legal system, is
illustrated by a remarkable fifteenth-century responsum by R. Israel b. H

˙
ayyim of

Brunn, which shows the weakness of the distinction between the legal and the
religious in this context. A murder, of one Nissan, had occurred in the German
town of Posen, committed by two people: “Simh

˙
ah” (in a state of drunkenness) and

Nah
˙
man (described by a witness as “ignorant and illiterate”). The latter had shown

no remorse or penitence, and R. Israel indicates that there is nothing he can do
about him. Nevertheless the responsum opens with a strong religious condemna-
tion: “I name them both murderers, utterly guilty before the divine tribunal, but,
(alas), beyond the jurisdiction of the human court!”109On the other hand, “Simh

˙
ah”

was reported to have been “filled with remorse and seeks to repent.” For him,
R. Israel recommends as follows:

He shall journey about as an exile for a full year. Every day he shall appear at
a synagogue – or at least on every Monday and Thursday. He shall make for himself
three iron bands, one to be worn on each of his two hands, which were the
instruments of his transgressions, and one to be worn about his body. When he
enters the synagogue, he shall put them on and pray with them on. In the evening
he shall go barefoot to the synagogue. The h

˙
azan shall seat him (publicly) prior to

the Vehu Rah
˙
um prayer. He shall then receive a flogging and make the following

declaration: “Know ye, my masters, that I am a murderer. I wantonly killed Nissan.
This is my atonement. Pray for me.”When he leaves the synagogue he is to prostrate
himself across the doorsill; the worshipers are to step over him, not on him.
Afterwards he is to remove the iron bands . . . After one year he shall continue his
fasts on Mondays and Thursdays. He shall, for the rest of his days, carefully observe
the anniversary month and the anniversary date of the killing. He shall fast at that
time (the date) three consecutive days if he is healthy or only two days, the day of the
wounding and the next day, the day of Nissan’s death, if he is infirm. He shall, for
the rest of his days, be active in all enterprises to free imprisoned Jews (i.e., hostages
held by gentiles), charity, and the saving of lives. He shall work out an arrangement
with his (Nissan’s) heirs to support them properly. He shall ask their pardon and the
widow’s pardon. He shall return to God, and He shall have mercy on him.110

Here, it is the “sentencing” which constitutes the form of communal (or institu-
tional) recognition which the respondent proposes. The regime includes a physical
mirroring punishment, elements of public humiliation, and the public confession
and acceptance of the punishment as an atonement. But that is not the only form of

109 This is then explained, citing talmudic sources, in terms of the halakhic restriction of capital
punishment to cases where there is only one assailant, thus avoiding problems of multiple causation.

110 Translation by S. M. Passamaneck in An Introduction to the History and Sources of Jewish Law, supra
n.18, at 346–50, reproduced, with permission, from J. Bazak and S. M. Passamaneck, Jewish Law and
Jewish Life (New York: Union of American Hebrew Congregations, 1977), Book 7, 15–20. See further
Constructing, supra n.1, §3.6.3, at 21–22; in more detail in Jackson, “The Practice of Justice in Jewish
Law,” supra n.32, at 41–45.
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recognition provided within the responsum: The question and answer111 both also
usemoral condemnation: both perpetrators are “wicked.” This would be the primary
form of recognition for the wider community: a social modality which evokes an
image of a typical murder.112 Indeed, R. Israel commences: “You have called
Nah

˙
man by his name Nah

˙
man; you have called Simh

˙
ah a murderer. I name them

both murderers.”113 Moreover, R. Israel concludes with reintegration within the
community: “And since Simh

˙
ah has expressed remorse and seeks repentance and

atonement, immediately upon his submission to the program of public degrad-
ations, he becomes our brother once again for every religious purpose.”
Generally, we may think that the classification of the institutional sanctions, by the

attribution of the modalities of the legal (in the secular sense) or the religious, represent
a quite separate recognition process, of purely academic interest.114 If so, this case
provides an exception: the whole point of this regime, applied to Simh

˙
ah but not

Nah
˙
man, is that the offender must understand the religious significance of the regime,

and indeed the community as a whole is being taught an important religious lesson in
terms of how to treat offenders. Moreover, “legal” and “religious,” as applied to the
sanctions, are not here constructed in a relationship of “contrariety”:115 there are clear
communal sanctions, partly of the physical nature, but they have a religious purpose,
and depend upon the religious point of view of the recipient of those sanctions himself.

C Drafting, Decision-Making, and Narrative Typifications

The distinction between decision-making and justification is well illustrated in the
legal context. Narrative structures underlie judicial decision-making, and frequently
explain why a decision has been made in an area of legal difficulty and where the
purely legal justification appears problematic, or eminently contestable. I have
applied such an analysis, inter alia,116 to Riggs v. Palmer,117 the American case which

111 Fully reproduced in Passamaneck’s original, supra n.110.
112 This will evoke both the biblical sources on murder, particularly the “rotseax hu” (“he is a murderer”)

in the cases described in Num. 35:16–18, which also specify the instrument used in the murder, and
the social understanding of murder, with its modalities of cruelty, horror and loss.

113 Emphasis in original. The form “rotseah
˙
-hu” (“he is a murderer”) is unusual in the Hebrew Bible, and

was categorized by Daube as the “diagnosis form.” See his discussion in “Some Forms of Old Testament
Legislation,” Proceedings of the Oxford Society of Historical Theology (1944), 36–46, at 39–42, and Ancient
Jewish Law. Three Inaugural Lectures (Leiden: Brill, 1971), 100–06; further, Jackson, Studies in the
Semiotics of Biblical Law, supra n.1, 49–51 (on the relationship of “naming” and “justification”), 95–96.

114 Jackson, Journey, supra n.1, ss.5.1, 5.3; similarly, as regards “legal institutions,” which function
primarily as a convenient means of teaching and analyzing sets of interrelated rules. See further
Jackson, “Introduction: Semiotics and Institutional Theory,” IJSL/RISJ IV/12 (1991), 227–32.

115 Text accompanying n.74.
116 See also my analysis of a difficult line of English law cases of contracts induced by fraud as to identity

of one of the parties: Law, Fact and Narrative Coherence, supra n.1, 101–06, and of the “Brother
Daniel” case, discussed below (text commencing before n.122).

117

115N.Y. 506, 22N.E. 188 (1889); Jackson,Making Sense in Jurisprudence, supran.1, 199–200, 208, 241–42;
Journey, supra n.1, at 8–9.
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Dworkin used in Taking Rights Seriously to demonstrate the need to use legal
principles (and not merely legal rules) in deciding hard cases,118 even though such
principles might have to be inferred from the legal tradition, and would not passHart’s
“demonstrability” test.119 Here, the courts agonized, in doctrinal terms, over whether
a grandson who – knowing that he had been named his grandfather’s heir in his will –
had murdered him in order to secure and accelerate his inheritance, should be
allowed to inherit, in the absence of any exclusion of such cases from the New York
statute on wills. Ultimately, the New York Court of Appeals decided (by a majority of
2–1) that there was a principle of law, to be applied in this case, that “A person should
not profit from his wrong.” Dworkin rejected the view of Hart that the legal system
consisted of rules only, so that if there was a gap in the law, it could only be filled by
creation of a new rule by the exercise of judicial discretion. Against this, Dworkin
argued that there was always a correct, or at least a best available, answer in the existing
law, if the judges looked hard enough, even though only a “Hercules,” a “lawyer of
superhuman skill, learning, patience and acumen,”120 might be able to persuade his
colleagues of such. But once one looks at the facts in “common sense” social rather
than purely legal doctrinal terms, one realizes that this narrative is so distant from the
typical situation of testamentary succession, which presupposes peaceable if not loving
(a “tacit social evaluation”) family relationships, that it would “stink” (a nonlegal
modality) to give the inheritance to the murderer. That means that we privilege the
peaceable versus violent opposition in the narrative, and regard its deviation from the
typical as sufficiently important to justify not applying the legal consequence normally
associated with (peaceable) testamentary succession. In short, and despite the naive
legal assumption that reasons stated by judges in their judgments represent fully and
accurately the very bases of their decisions, we have to make a distinction between the
private, mental processes of decision-making on the one hand, and the public,
discursive processes of justification on the other. The “artificial reason of the law”
may dominate in the latter, but the (no doubt culturally contingent) sense we have in
common cannot be excluded at the psychological level.121

Both the syntagmatic axis and the paradigmatic (through narrative typifications)
were prominent in the famous “Brother Daniel” case122 decided under Israeli (not
Jewish) law on who counted as a Jew for the purposes of Israel’s Law of Return

118 Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously, supra n.10, at 23, 28–30.
119 Supra, s. II, paragraph ending with n.6.
120 Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously, supra n.10, at 105.
121 See my “ Rationalité consciente et inconsciente dans la théorie du droit et la science juridique,”

Revue interdisciplinaire des études juridiques 19 (1987), 1–18; “ Conscious and Unconscious
Rationality in Law and Legal Theory,” in Reason in Law. Proceedings of the Conference Held in
Bologna, 12–15 December 1984, eds. Carla Faralli and Enrico Pattaro (Milan: Giuffrè, 1988),
III.281–99.

122 Oswald Rufeisen v.Minister of the Interior, H.C. 72/62 (SupremeCourt of the State of Israel sitting as
the High Court of Justice); a full English translation of the judgments is available in Selected
Judgments of the Supreme Court of Israel, Special Volume, ed. A. F. Landau (Jerusalem: Ministry
of Justice, 1971). For my analysis, see B. S. Jackson, “Brother Daniel: The Construction of Jewish
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1950.123 The petitioner, Oswald Rufeisen, was born in Poland of Jewish parents,
reared as a Jew, and was active as a youth in a Zionist Youth movement. When the
Germans occupied Poland hemanaged to infiltrate a German police station and was
able to pass information to the local Jewish population, thus saving them from
deportation (and worse). He then fled to the forest and joined a group of Russian
partisans. There came a stage when he had to take refuge in a small Catholic
nunnery. There, he converted to Catholicism, while still regarding himself as
a Jew and adopting the name of “Brother Daniel.” After the war he maintained his
earlier commitment to emigrate to Israel and ultimately arrived there in 1958,
claiming his right to Israeli citizenship as a Jew under the Law of Return. By
a majority of 4–1, the Israel Supreme Court denied his petition, while allowing
him to enter and ultimately obtain citizenship by naturalization. Rufeisin’s story
combines elements from different Jewish narrative stereotypes. We commence with
an unremarkable narrative of a Jewish boy seeking to fulfil a Zionist ideal, proceed to
the quite remarkable story of a war hero, and then to the story of a Jew who has
converted (deserted) to Christianity. To make sense of all this, we need either to
select and privilege some aspects of the story and suppress others, or to create a new
synthesis and with it a new evaluation. We do not normally find the hero and the
deserter united in a single person. Justice Silberg, for the majority, described his own
“psychological difficulty” in the case and speaks in terms of conflicting evaluations:
“But this sense of profound sympathy and obligation [to Rufeisen] must not be
permitted to mislead us and to justify our profaning the concept of ‘Jew’ both in
name and in meaning.” The differences between the majority and minority on the
court as to whether a Jew who had adopted Christianity could still be regarded as
a Jew, I argued, depended on whether “Jew” and “Christian” were contraries within
a semiotic square or whether they admitted of further possibilities (in accordance
with the logic of Blanché). For the majority, they were contraries: a Jew could not be
a Christian (and this, in the light of the malign history of Jewish-Christian relations,
rather than on theological grounds).
But the differences between the majority and minority went beyond their con-

ceptions of “a Jew” and extended to the Jewish nature of the State itself – whether it
should be viewed simply as a continuation of the Diaspora experience (which
maintained tradition in a defensive way) or as representing a rebirth, a fresh start.
This latter issue, I suggested, reflects differences in constructing the relation between
Past and Future, which could also be analyzed in terms either of the square or the
hexagon. Justice Cohn, the one judge finding in favor of Rufeisen, contrasted the
petitioner’s openness on arrival at the Port of Haifa (observing: “Had he folded his
gown, hidden his cross and concealed his creed, the gates would have been opened

Identity in the Israel Supreme Court,” IJSL/RISJ VI/17 (1993), 115–46 (summarized in Jackson,
Journey, supra n.1, s.3.4, at 16–19).

123 s.3[a]: “A Jew who has come to Israel and subsequent to his arrival has expressed his desire to settle in
Israel may, while still in Israel, receive an oleh’s [immigrant’s] certificate.”
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wide without protest”) with the historic position of Diaspora Jews who, “loyal to their
ancestral faith, donned the outward garb of the Christian religion so that they might
continue to dwell in the lands beloved to them and harvest the fruit of their toils.”
Citing Isaiah xxvi, 2, “Open ye the gates that the righteous gentile which keepeth the
truth may enter in,” Justice Cohn argued that it was such openness which the State
of Israel should now display, showing its own liberation from the constraints of the
past.

There is much scope for examining the role of narrative typifications in both
general norms and adjudication in Jewish law, but the issue presents itself differently
according to the period, literature, and semiotic groups concerned. I confine myself
here to the early period. In any legal system, the earlier we go back the more their
general norms reflect ordinary speech rather than technical formulations. I have
argued that many of the laws of the mishpatim of Exodus 21–22 reflect socially
understood narrative typifications, even when those narratives are not fully stated.
A simple but clear example is Exodus 22:2–3 (MT: 1–2),124

2 If a thief is found breaking in, and is struck so that he dies, there shall be no
bloodguilt for him;

3 but if the sun has risen upon him, there shall be bloodguilt for him.

The biblical provision has appeared to many as badly drafted: the first verse, which
allows self-help, makes no explicit mention of the time of the incident; the only
explicit reference to the time occurs in the second verse, which denies the legitimacy
of self-help during the day. It is in the light of that qualification, apparently, that the
permission of self-help has to be restricted to the nocturnal incident. This would
appear at first sight to be a very strange type of drafting. Apparently, the audience is
first given the impression that self-help is always available, then this is qualified by
denying its availability when the incident occurs during the day. Indeed, some
scholars have wondered whether the second verse may be a later addition: originally
the householder was entitled to kill the intruding thief at any time of day or night;
later this form of self-help was restricted to the daytime intruder.125 But if we pose the
question of meaning of v.2 not in the (semantic) form of: “what situations do the
words of this rule cover?” but rather in the (narrative) form of: “what typical
situations do the words of this rule evoke?” then we are entitled to take into account
the image of typical thieving presented in the book of Job:

Job 24:14, 16
The murderer rises in the dark;

that he may kill the poor and needy

124 Discussed in Jackson, Studies in the Semiotics of Biblical Law, supra n.1, at 75–77, under the heading
“‘LiteralMeaning: Narrative versus SemanticModels”’; see also “LiteralMeaning . . .., ” supra n.6, at
438; Wisdom-Laws, supra n.16, at 26, 309–12 (and more generally at 23–39).

125 Discussed and rejected in my Theft in Early Jewish Law (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1972),
204–06.
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and in the night he is as a thief.
In the dark they dig through houses;

by day they shut themselves up;
they do not know the light.

This indicates that nocturnal activity was the primary image of acting like a thief.
Exodus 22:2 did not have to make that explicit: it was part of the narrative image
evoked by the words.
As regards decision-making, it may be tempting to suggest that many of the thirty

talmudic instances of decision-making “not in accordancewith theHalakhah” collected
and analyzed by Ben-Menahem,126may repay analysis in this light. And indeed, some of
thembear substantive comparisonwithRiggs v. Palmer, insofar as a party is penalized for
immoral conduct which is technically legally valid.127 More generally, it is not easy to
elicit the social understandings underlying the talmudic sources. Later responsa appear
to be a more fruitful ground, as in the murder case on which R. Israel b. H

˙
ayyim of

Brunn was asked to advise,128 and in which a host of socio-religious understandings are
explicit. But here we are dealing with the equivalent of a modern “sentencing” decision,
in which considerable discretion, within legal parameters, may be given to the judge.
Jewish family law, however, continues to use narrative typifications of female behaviour,
with social evaluations influencing legal outcomes: “it is better (for a woman) to dwell in
grief than to dwell alone” (literally: in widowhood);129 and the fear that a woman seeking
divorce may in fact have “cast her eyes upon another man.”130

D The Narrativization of Pragmatics

It is not only in the spheres of the content of adjudicatory decisions that the notion of
narrative typifications comes into play. I have applied it to the secular trial process,
distinguishing within it the “story in the trial” from the “story of the trial,” the latter
manifesting the narrativization of pragmatics.131 We can ask about the Subject,

126 Ben-Menahem, Judicial Deviation in Talmudic Law, supra n.18.
127 E.g. “The Case of the Kidnapper” (Babylonian Talmud Yevamot 109b, commonly referred to as the

Naresh case), discussed at Ben-Menahem, Judicial Deviation in Talmudic Law, supra n.18, at 41–50;
“The Case of the Notorious Robber” (Babylonian Talmud Baba Kamma 96b). Ben-Menahem takes
the view, however, that the talmudic approach reflected in these sources goes beyond the forms of
judicial discretion which Dworkin appears to endorse: ibid., at 155.

128 Text accompanying n.101.
129 Tav lemeitav . . . first found in the Talmud (e.g. Yevamot 118b). On its history, see Shoshana Knol,

Agunah and Ideology (Deborah Charles Publications for the Agunah Research Unit, University of
Manchester, 2011) available at www.manchesterjewishstudies.org/publications/, esp. ch.2.

130 Already in Mishnah Nedarim 11:12. See Knol, Agunah and Ideology, supra n.129, esp. ch.3. Chapters 4–5
analyze the incidence of these two maxims in modern Israeli rabbinical court decisions (but including
a section, at 137–44, on their combined use in sixmedieval andmodern responsa); chapter 6 concludes the
book by discussing the extent to which they influence the resolution of divorce cases.

131 Jackson, Law, Fact and Narrative Coherence, supra n.1, 112–29; Jackson, “Thematisation and the
Narrative Typifications of the Law,” supra n.79, at 187–92; Jackson, Journey, supra n.1, at 2, 7–8, 14,
19–21.
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Performance, and Recognition of each of the plethora of different communicative
acts within the trial process. In principle, the same model is applicable to religious
institutions and discourse, and to the components of “religious law.” Nor is recogni-
tion of the speech behavior of participants in any formal legal process restricted to
legal modalities. In 1992, a case was reported of an American judge deciding to
convict for speeding on the toss of a coin.132 The case was not appealed, and so the
conviction stood as legally valid. However, the judge was subsequently censured by
the Judicial Conduct Commissioner of the State of Washington, on a complaint
charging him with violating judicial canons governing the integrity of the court, the
avoidance of impropriety and the impartial performance of duties.133 Similarly, in an
English case, R. v. Langham and Langham,134 the defense appealed on the grounds
that the judge “was, or appeared to be, asleep during part of the trial and thus justice
was not seen to be done.” The Court of Appeal refused the application for leave to
appeal on the grounds of lack of evidence that the judge was actually asleep.
Nevertheless it commented that if it was true that the judge appeared to be asleep,
that “was a matter which the court would certainly deplore but was not a sufficient
grounds for saying that justice was not seen to be done.” Given the essentially private
nature of proceedings of rabbinical law courts, official parallels to such adverse
social recognitions are unlikely to be found. However, there is much in unofficial
media sources deploring judicial behaviour in relation to women, particularly in
divorce cases.

E Authority, Truth, Trust, and Objectivity

Wemay turn to semiotics for assistance also in understanding the notion of authority
in the legal system. It is part of the competence – pouvoir-faire – with which the
Subject (whether of the legislative or adjudicatory act) is invested. But what is the
appropriate legal modality of recognition of that Subject’s act? Normally, we would
use the language of validity (the legal appropriation of true). But here as elsewhere,
the argument advanced above about the relationship between truth and trust135

becomes relevant, and is justified by the understanding that semantics are necessarily
mediated via pragmatics. In short, the legal system cannot objectify itself so as to
eliminate the dominance of persons over ideas. Of course, notions of political and
legal authority are inculcated through education from an early age. But why do we
trust in education? Because we trust our teachers, the delegates of our parents. Is the

132 Reported in the Canadian Lawyer’s Weekly, April 1992, and discussed in Jackson, Making Sense in
Jurisprudence, supra n.1, 119–21, as a test of an aspect of the legal theory of Kelsen.

133 Sources cited in Jackson, ibid., at 120 n.44.
134 Criminal Law Review (1972) 457; discussed in Jackson, ibid., at 119–20 n.43.
135 Text accompanying n.70, see further Jackson, “Trust in(g) Eric,” in As interações sensı́veis: Ensaios de

sociossemiótica a partir da obra de Eric Landowski, ed. A. C. de Oliveira (São Paulo: Editions Estação
das Letras e Cores e Editora CPS, 2013), 81–100; Jackson, “Philosophy of Law: Secular and Religious,”
supra n.43, at 52–55.
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authority of the gedolim, regarded as the supreme halakhic scholars of the age,
constructed through analysis of their works, or through trusting the judgements of
others? Inevitably, for the most part it must be the latter, since intellectual access to
such scholarship is restricted.
Modern secular law prides itself on its objectivity. The classic account of how this

works is that of the legal philosopher H. L. A. Hart, for whom legal systems were
characterized by the “union of primary and secondary rules.” “Primary rules” were
the rules of substantive law; “secondary rules” were the rules which determined how
the legal system worked, and included in particular “rules of recognition” formu-
lated so as to provide a “conclusive affirmative indication” as to whether a purported
primary rule was (recognized as) valid or not. This model thus generated the
“demonstrability thesis”: with little exception, one could always know, objectively,
what the law was.136 One might, perhaps, expect a system of religious law to be even
stronger (“more objective,” if that were possible). But this turns out, in the case of
Jewish law, not to be the case. The end result, in my view, is that the system depends
on trust rather than truth, and what it “demonstrates” is the mediation of semantics
via the narrativization of pragmatics.
In the course of a five-year research project which I directed at Manchester137 on

the vexed, practical problem of the “chained wife” (agunah) whose husband refuses
to cooperate with the court in granting his wife a divorce (a get), thereby preventing
her remarriage and rendering adulterous any subsequent relationship into which
she may enter and the children thereof “illegitimate” (mamzerim), we discovered
that what modern legal philosophers call the “rules of recognition” of the legal
system remain, in Jewish law, subject to significant controversy. This, we found,138

applied to (1) the rule of majority decision itself (often regarded as the most basic
“secondary rule” of Jewish law); (2) the rule that, as amongst post-talmudic author-
ities, later opinions are followed in preference to earlier ones (hilkheta kebatra’ei),
but leaving a discretion to the contemporary judge not to follow the later authority
when that the latter’s decision might have been different had he been aware of
a (later discovered) earlier authority; (3) uncertainties also exist in such areas as the
status of newly discovered MS sources; (4) the status and identification of the
“leading authorities of the day” (gedoley hador).
Indeed, doubts as to what is authoritative in the system are so extensive that

a (creative) doctrine of doubts has developed, granting discretion to be lenient in
various types of case given the existence of different levels of doubt (safeq): a single
doubt relating to an issue of rabbinic status is sufficient to justify exercising leniency;

136 On all this, see Jackson, Making Sense in Jurisprudence, supra n.1, at ch.7, including the extent to
which Hart ultimately modified his view in the light of Dworkin’s critique and his assertion that the
legal system includes principles as well as rules.

137 See www.manchesterjewishstudies.org/agunah-research-unit/ with downloadable publications from
its Publications page. See also Jackson, “Philosophy of Law: Secular and Religious,” supra n.43, at
50–52.

138 For a summary, see Jackson, Journey, supra n.1, §IV.7. On point (i) see also text at n.42, supra.
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a single doubt relating to an issue of biblical status is not sufficient to justify
exercising leniency, but a double doubt is sufficient.139 Yet reliance on these rules
regarding doubt is discretionary. In the absence of any universally accepted central
rabbinic authority, different rabbinic courts will exercise that discretion in different
ways. Some may even deny that the discretion exists. Can there then be any
objectively correct answer in such a situation? Despite the continuing endorsement
by some influential rabbinic voices of a positivist-inspired objectivity, the better
answer – and one, I would maintain, itself supported by Jewish tradition – is that the
halakhah is based at least as much on the concept of trust140 as on that of truth.141

We should not, moreover, assume a universal conception of “truth.” The Rabbi,
philosopher and theologian Steven Schwarzschild wrote: “In Judaism truth is
primarily an ethical notion: it describes not what is but what ought to be,”142 citing
the association of truth with ethical notions in the Bible143 and rabbinic literature.144

Hermann Cohen designated the normative unity of cognition and ethics as “the
fundamental law of truth.”145 And Martin Buber is said to have identified faith
(emunah146) with truth, here conceived as interpersonal trust.147 And such concep-
tions derive support from classical rabbinic sources, as is shown by the already
cited148 talmudic passage where a heavenly voice (bat qol) affirms apparently
contradictory opinions of the rival rabbinic schools of Hillel and Shammai
(Erubin 13b) in the words “these and these are the words of the living God,” but
concludes that in practice one should follow the views of the School of Hillel. The
Talmud then asks: “what was it that entitled Beth Hillel to have the halakhah fixed
in agreement with their rulings? – Because they were kindly and modest, they

139 See n.43, supra.
140 See the conclusion to Jackson, Constructing, supra n.1, at 24–25.
141 Whether the attribute of “truth” may be attached to legal propositions is discussed, in the secular

context, by A. Pintore, Il Diritto Senza Verità (Torino: Giappichelli, 1996), translated as Law without
Truth (Liverpool: Deborah Charles Publications, 2000).

142 S. Schwarzschild, “Truth,” Encyclopedia Judaica (Jerusalem: Keter, 1973), XV.1414–15, at 1414. See
further Jackson, “Some Preliminary Observations . . ., ” supra n.49, at 201–02.

143 Peace (Zechariah 8:16), righteousness (Malachi 2:6ff.), grace (Genesis 24:27, 49), justice (Zechariah
7:9), and even salvation (Psalms 25:4ff.).

144 Mishnah Avot 1:18, “The world rests on three things – truth, justice, and peace.”
145 H. Cohen, Ethik des reinen Willens (Berlin: B. Cassirer, 1904), ch.1.
146 emunah is frequently attributed to God in Jewish liturgy. In context, it clearly refers to human

perception of God’s trustworthiness, rather than to human adherence to any abstract truth-claim.
Does this sell out any “hard” conception of truth? In the theological context, the believer may
reasonably say: “My belief that X is true is based onmy faith in the truthfulness / trustworthiness of my
source of information (God), which is far more reliable than any attempt I might make at independ-
ent confirmation” (thus explicitly mediating semantics via a narrativized pragmatics). See further text
accompanying n.161.

147 Schwarzschild, supra n.142, at 1415. See M. Buber, Two Types of Faith (London: Routledge & Paul,
1951), 7–12. On Buber’s non-referential conception of truth, and its relation to the I-Thou relation-
ship, see E. Levinas, “Martin Buber and the Theory of Knowledge,” in The Philosophy of Martin
Buber, ed. P. A. Schilpp (London: Cambridge University Press, 1967), 133–50, at 141–44.

148 See text accompanying n.49.
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studied their own rulings and those of Beth Shammai, and were even so [humble] as
to mention the action of Beth Shammai before theirs.”
Though my conclusion regarding the relationship between truth or trust was

arrived at largely through the above research project on contemporary Jewish
divorce law, there is reason to suspect its pertinence also to secular law. Critical
theorists have long maintained that the objectivity of the legal system is an
ideological construction, designed to preserve while concealing the play of
power, through invoking logic and in other ways.149 Dworkin’s invocation of
Hercules as a “lawyer of superhuman skill, learning, patience and acumen”150

may appear to be a giveaway, but even Hercules seeks to base trust in himself on
rationality rather than intuition or other personal characteristics. But there are
good semiotic reasons to prioritize trust: trust is an interpersonal relationship, thus
integrally involved in pragmatics; truth (on the Saussurean approach to reference)
is merely a claim, which must take account also of the narrativization of
pragmatics.

F The Medium: Orality and Literacy

No semiotic account may properly ignore the media through which the message is
communicated. Even where this is language, there remains an important distinction
between orality and literacy. There are (associated) diachronic and cognitive aspects
to the relationship, as seen in the important work of Walter Ong and Basil
Bernstein.151We can trace the process by which oral norms of behaviour increasingly
assume a literary form. In the Bible itself, Daube pointed to what is there an unusual
feature of drafting. Num. 35:16–19 commences: “But if he struck him down with an
instrument of iron, so that he died, he is a murderer; the murderer shall be put to
death.” As far as the (punitive) consequences (“recognition”) of the act of striking are
concerned, “he is a murderer” (rotseax hu) is logically redundant,152 although verse
19 does add a further consequence of being “a murderer,” allowing the avenger of
blood to kill him when he meets him. So we have here a classification of the act, or
more accurately the actor, to which a further normative consequence is attached.
Daube called it the “diagnosis form,” on the analogy of medicine.153 Similarly, in

149 Jackson, Law, Fact and Narrative Coherence, supra n.1, 180–90.
150 Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously, supra n.10, at 105.
151 See in general Walter Ong, Orality and Literacy (London and New York: Methuen, 1982), and

especially his concept of the “oral residue” in literacy; Basil Bernstein, Class, Codes and Control
(London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1971), for his distinction between “restricted” and “elaborated”
codes. See further Jackson, Studies in the Semiotics of Biblical Law, supra n.1, 71–75;Making Sense in
Law, supra n.1, 77–88, 93–94.

152 Cf. the famous argument of Alf Ross in his “realist” critique of legal concepts: “Tu-Tu,”Harvard Law
Review 70 (1957), 778–81; see further Jackson, Making Sense in Jurisprudence, supra n.1, 141–49.

153 David Daube, “Some Forms of Old Testament Legislation,” Proceedings of the Oxford Society of
Historical Theology (1944), 39–43; David Daube, Ancient Jewish Law (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1981), 100–06;
Jackson, Studies in the Semiotics of Biblical Law, supra n.1, 49–51, 95–96.
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commenting154 on the development from the use of verbal forms (“if a man steals”)
to nominal forms, particularly the use of “action nouns,”155 Daube, observed: “there
has been some reflection on the activity in question, there is some trend towards
instruction, systematisation, classification, perhaps, and the thing is becoming more
of an institution” while stressing that such a development was by nomeans restricted
to law but rather characterizes “much of the intellectual history of civilization.”156

But then, we must ask, cui bono? In whose discourse (in which “semiotic group”) is
such a development useful? We very quickly arrive at the (surely, obvious) conclu-
sion that there is no single “legal” discourse: we need to distinguish between laity
and professionals, and indeed subgroups within each.

One consequence of this is that there is no single, or privileged, form of “legal”
interpretation. The closer a written text may be to its oral (social) origins, the more
important the “oral residue” which remains submerged, in the form of “narrative
typifications of action.” It is not that the written form necessarily “defines” such
typifications; rather, such typifications may be evoked by example.157 This requires
a different form of reading/understanding from that of modern law. In particular,
there is no warranty whatsoever for applying the logic of “necessary and sufficient
conditions” (“If” = “if and only if”). Rather, it becomes a matter of assessing the
relative similarity of other cases to that offered in the text and to judge the utility of
deciding similarly.158 To take an example from my recent work on the Book of
Ruth: the institution of levirate may be typified by Deuteronomy’s “when brothers
live together . . . ” (Deut. 25:5) but should certainly not be restricted to that
situation.

VII CONCLUSIONS
159

In one important respect, our semiotic analysis makes a difference to the way in
which we understand the relationship between law and religion, at least as regards
religions which include a doctrine of revelation. The starting point of the narrative
syntagm, the “Contract,” involves the construction of a (human) subject, who in the
legal context may be legislator or judge. In each case, it presupposes the transfer,
through communicative means, of a “competence.” For orthodox Judaism, the

154 David Daube, Roman Law, Linguistic, Social and Philosophical Aspects (Edinburgh: Edinburgh
University Press, 1969), 11–63.

155 E.g. gezel for robbery; genevah and gezelah in the Bible referred to the property stolen or robbed. See
further Jackson, Studies in the Semiotics of Biblical Law, supra n.1, ch.4, on the development of
biblical legal drafting.

156 Daube, Roman Law, supra n.154, at 11–12.
157 Jackson, “Literal Meaning,” supra n.6.
158 See further Jackson, Journey, supra n.1, s.4.2 and esp. nn.105–07; for comparison with Hart, see

Jackson, “Trust in(g) Eric,” supra n.135, at 84–85.
159 See also themethodological implications of this analysis in Jackson, Journey, supra n.1, §5.2 (at p. 37),

first of which is the stress on the separate analysis of each individual discourse, as in the text
accompanying n.88 above.
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Sender of that competence is God. Revelation (in its various forms)160 thus cannot
be confined to theology;161 it plays an integral part in the way wemake sense of actual
legal practices. Of course, human understanding of God as the source of revelation
requires, from a semiotic point of view, the human attribution of particular modal-
ities of competence and reliability to God, as Subject of the communicative act of
revelation. “God” in human discourse is necessarily a human discursive construc-
tion, even though in so using it the claim is made that it refers to a real God. The
existence of this God, not to mention its nature, is beyond human proof, notwith-
standing the (largely anthropomorphic) heuristic devises which we use to get close to
it. And essentially the same argument may be applied where “the Law” is personified
as the Sender.
A sceptic may wish to go no further, and say that much of the “religious” discourse

is an exercise in fictions. But even if we accept that human language cannot “refer”
(in the strict sense) to matters which are not sensory and about which deictic (in the
strict sense) statements cannot be made, this cannot prove the non-existence of such
phenomena, any more than positive statements about them can prove their exist-
ence. On this argument, truth cannot be established by discursive means, even
though the credibility or force of such statements can be explained in terms of
interpersonal trust.
But there are issues where the tension is more acute. Take the example of

a “cultural Jew,” brought up in a household of moderate observance, who continues
to observe some of the rituals, such as the Pesach seder, but without any sense of
religious obligation. How do we characterize such a practice? Do we recognize it
through the modality of “religious” or not? And can we make that judgment
independent of the religious politics of any particular community (or semiotic
group)? I am reminded, in this context, of the famous observation of Maimonides
(in what appears to be its most authentic version) in relation to the eschatological
fate of Noahides. They do merit the world to come, says Maimonides, but only if
their observance of the Noahide commands is because they believe that they were
given by God; otherwise, such Noahides (who observe those commands because of
their rationality) may be regarded only as wise men.162 All the more so, it may be
argued, in relation to cultural Jews? But they too have an internal point of view, that
of their own semiotic group, and if that group qualifies such behaviour as “Jewish,”
even if not as “religious,” who are we to quarrel with the sense of Jewish identity

160 Not merely, for Judaism, the revelation of the Torah to Moses (including, for Orthodoxy, the Oral
Torah), but also the charismatic inspiration attributed to the early judges (see 2 Chronicles 19:6, text
at n.17, supra), which we may regard as a prototype of the original form of semikhah, together with
prophecy, the “heavenly voice” (bat kol), and recourse to divination via the urim and thumim, or to
the ordeal by bitter waters in Num. 5 (which the rabbis essentially abolished).

161 Contrast the view of Elon, as quoted in n.15, supra.
162 Laws of Kings 8:11. See Jacob Dienstag, “Natural Law in Maimonidean Thought and Scholarship

(OnMishneh Torah, Kings, VIII.11),” The Jewish Law Annual VI (1987), 64–74, at 65f., on the textual
issue.
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which they construct? That, I may observe, was certainly the approach adopted by
the late Justice Haim Cohn in the Shalit case and in his (wonderful) dissenting
judgment in the case of Oswald Rufeisin (“Brother Daniel!”).163

The overall effect of the argument of this paper may be a simple affirmation, at least
in the following sense: the basics of sense construction, as understood by the
Greimasian model, are the same for both law and religion. At the same time, the
model allows for the identification of differences. But it also problematizes the value of
the concepts themselves: who, we may ask, needs to talk about either “law” or
“religion” as such? – a very different question from that of the characterization of
particular acts or norms as “legal” or “religious.” “LawAs Religion: Religion As Law” is
thus a secondary (or meta-) question addressing the relationship between institutional
concepts rather than human behaviour in either its factual or normative dimensions.
It may, however, figure large in the rhetoric of religious politics, whose full under-
standing requires us to narrativize the pragmatics (speech behaviour) of its
participants.

163 See text accompanying n.122.
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